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ABSTRACT 
 
Nowadays, the need to optimize time has caused a recent growth in the interest 
for home robots. Therefore, in this thesis the main household tasks feasible by a 
home robot are described and their usefulness is analysed by means of a 
questionnaire. This questionnaire is also required in order to determine the 
most interesting applications for the present society and focus on them. 
Home robots usually share their workspace with people. Therefore, there 
exists the need to take into account the presence of humans when planning their 
actions and it is indispensable to have knowledge of robots’ environments. It 
means knowing when (time and events duration) and where (workspace) robot's 
tasks can be performed.  
This thesis deals with the obtaining of the information required to execute a 
software to plan tasks to be performed by a robot. With this aim, two programs 
are developed. The first one is able to analyse data from real events using 
statistics, create histograms, determine the probability that a certain event takes 
places in a certain time and estimate a certain event duration. The second one is 
capable to define meaningful areas or zones in the robot workspace by the use 
of a Machine Learning technique called clustering. 
Finally, these programs are tested using real data obtained from different 
cameras located along the corridors of CSE department of University of Oulu. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, with the aim of introduce the reader to the thesis topic, a brief 
description of the robotics situation in the current society is described. In addition the 
most common robot's uses in the industrial or domestic sectors are explained and a 
particular type of robot is introduced: the home robot. After that, the objective of the 
thesis and its scope are detailed. Then, the thesis topic motivation is presented and 
the current thesis overview is shown. 
1.1. Role of robotics in the current society 
Nowadays, the importance of the automated tasks in all the environments is 
increasing in a fast way. The main reason of this fact is the necessity of time 
optimization. In all the sectors, the best measurement of the good running is the 
productivity level. One of the ways to improve this parameter is by reducing the time 
to perform all the tasks required. 
Robots are capable to move, to bring some mechanic arm in operation, to inspect 
or manipulate their environment and to show intelligent behaviour, especially if it 
imitates human or animal bahaviours. Today, a robot can be considered as a 
computer with movement capacity and in general it can perform multiples tasks in a 
flexible way depending on its programming. For this reason, most robots are used in 
order to perform dirty, dangerous, hard, complex or repetitive tasks [1]. 
One example is robotics application in chemical labs: robots manipulate materials 
that entail risks. In other cases, they are used in repetitive and monotonous tasks 
which can cause a reduction in person's performance after certain time. Robots can 
execute these repetitive high precision operations during 24 hours a day. One of the 
main robot's users is the automotive industry; robots are here utilized to assemble 
components, electronic appliances, microchips or electric circuits [1]. 
In the medical sector, robots are used in surgical interventions. The recent 
researches in telesurgery make robot remote control possible. Telesurgery facilitates 
surgeons' job because of its precision [2]. 
In addition, other dangerous activities such as localization of sunken ships, search 
for mineral submarine deposits or exploration of active volcanoes are especially 
appropriate to employ robots. They also appear in other applications including toxic 
waste cleaning, spatial exploration, people rescue or localization of mines [2]. 
In the domestic field, robots' use is interesting considering that they can carry out 
hard tasks which do not contribute any added value to the person. Precisely, the lack 
of free time is one of the problems in the present society and robotics becomes one 
ally to fight against it. 
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Developing robots capable to take care of elderly people is another aim of home 
robotics. Apart from the aforementioned fields, there exist models working in 
educational, service or military sector [2]. 
As it can be seen, robotics is already present in all industrial sectors and now it is 
being introduced into homes by leaps and bounds. Its applications are endless and 
definitely, the progress and the future are inconceivable without it. 
For this reason, the present thesis will be focused on home robots. In the next 
section, the reader can find a brief explanation about this type of robots as well as the 
most extended current uses. 
1.2. Home robots 
At present, it is possible to delegate households tasks to a robot. Home robots are 
capable of sweeping, picking up, cutting grass or cleaning the swimming pool. They 
are also able to guard, talk to somebody, remind tasks or behave like a pet. 
At the beginning, this type of robots were only at the hands of a privileged few but 
now their use has been spreading in an unstoppable way since that the leading 
electrical appliance's brands have been interested in robotics and a home robot has an 
affordable price. It depends on its sophistication and brand. 
The last home robots that appeared on the market incorporate artificial vision. This 
fact allows them to know where and where not they have cleaned, and switch from 
one room to another in order to cover all the house. 
Actually, these robots for household cleaning don't differ so much from the 
mowers or pool cleaners which have spent years working. They are machines that, 
aided by sensors, walk alone for a given environment to perform a specific task. But 
a new generation of robots is emerging: guardian robot or home supervision robot, 
prepared both for safety functions as accompaniment and entertainment.  
The theme of companion robots is not trivial, and in some countries people are 
already talking about roboteraphy. That is the function, for example, threw up, a seal 
robot that moves the eyes, fins and has sensors that allow it to react to touch and 
voice and  it is used similarly to animals used as therapeutic, helping patients 
(especially the elderly) to relax and exercise. Many studies demonstrate that it 
reduces the level of depression and stress associated with neurodegenerative diseases 
[2]. 
In the market, there are other types of robots in the same line. This is the case of 
telepresence robots. They are mobile robots equipped with camera and 
communications systems that can be operated remotely with an internet connection, 
allowing you to watch what happens at all times and even getting photos of specific 
locations at scheduled intervals, used to talk to another person through them like a 
phone and when the battery is low, they move to recharge their battery 
autonomously. 
A home robot is commonly known as a kind of automatic device provided with 
sensors and in some cases, even with artificial vision, that is used to perform one 
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specific house chore such as vacuuming or cutting grass. Nevertheless, mainly 
motivated by the advances in robotics and related fields, the social conception of 
home robots is changing. From today, the label of home robot encompass more, a 
wider domain. This domain includes most of home activities from cleaning chores, to 
service tasks and up to social interaction. But in order to obtain definitively this new 
robot model, an important amount of investigations in many fields are still required 
[2]. 
1.3. Thesis topic motivation 
As has commented in Section 1.2., a lot of researches in many different fields as 
robotics, electronics or mechanics are cooperating together in order to obtain a 
common goal: the desired future home robot. In a not so far future, instead of having 
one robot for cleaning the house and another one for cutting grass, the society will be 
able to have a unique home robot to perform all the household chores, using human 
tools and imitating human actions.  
For this reason, a program to plan robot's chores, named Robot Task Planning 
Software (RTPS), will be indispensable in order to organize and schedule all the tasks 
required to be performed by a robot in a correct way during the appropriate time. 
Given that one of the particularities of home robots is that they usually share their 
workspace with people, taking into account the presence of humans when planning 
their actions becomes  essential. Have knowledge of robots’ environments means  
knowing when (time and duration) and where (workspace) robot's tasks can be 
performed.  
As a consequence, a home robot will have to recognise the most common tasks to 
be performed in a house, learn from daily routines and know when and where these 
chores could be done in a suitable way. In another words, the robot have to be 
capable to learn from routines and spaces in order to be able to plan its own home 
tasks. 
With the aim of obtaining this useful data to be applied in a RTPS, two programs 
are developed in this thesis. The first one, called Routine Learning Software (RLS), is 
able to analyse data from real events, estimate their duration, create histograms and 
determine the probability that a certain event takes places in a certain time. The 
second one, named Space Routine Software (SRS), is capable to define meaningful 
areas or zones in the robot workspace.  Therefore RLS embraces time and duration 
information (when) and SRS encompasses the spatial information (where). 
As a result, from these softwares’ outputs, the RTPS will obtain useful data about 
schedules, timetables or events duration and the home robot will be able to work 
autonomously or predict and plan home tasks in furthers work, which are not 
belonging in the current thesis. 
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1.4. Objectives 
This thesis deals with the achievements of extracting and obtaining the information 
required by a Robot's Tasks Planning Software (RTPS) from given data. This data is 
related to times or events durations (when) and spaces (where) the robot will execute 
its tasks. In order to accomplish this main objective, two programs are developed:  
 
- Routine Learning Software (RLS) . Its objective is to tackle the time issue, 
it means determine useful data about durations and times when the events 
take place in robot's workspace.  
 
- Space Routine Software (SRS). The aim of this program is to embrace 
space issue,  defining the meaningful areas in robot's environment. 
 
This thesis does not include the process of collecting real data nor the application 
of a RTPS. It embraces the step between both of them; in other words, the current 
thesis obtains useful information from given data which will be applied in a RTPS 
during further steps. 
1.5. Thesis overview 
In order to discover exactly what a nearest future home robot will be able to perform, 
in Chapter 2, the reader can find a classification of these already mentioned 
household tasks (Section 1.2) and a brief description of each one. 
In chapter 3, a study of the present society is shown. Social necessities and 
interests in robots applications as well as an analysis of daily habits and home 
routines is indispensable to determine the most suitable robot tasks to be 
implemented in a home robot.  
After that, in Chapter 4, some definitions and general ideas of routine and 
planning concepts are introduced and two types of robot control are presented. 
Moreover, the interaction human-robot in planning tasks is commented and the kind 
of data input required by a RTPS is reasoned. After, a description of how to plan a 
particular task (cleaning task) is given. 
With the goal of being able to develop autonomous robots with planning tasks 
capacity is required to use some tools and methods from Machine Learning (ML) 
field. For this reason, in Chapter 5 an explanation of the main characteristics of ML 
is  given.  
In order to be able to plan robot tasks, it is indispensable to have knowledge of the 
space and environment where the robot will move and execute its actions. For this 
reason, know about general events routines and about space routines will be 
essential. In the following chapters, these two issues will be dealt. In chapter 6 the 
reader can find information about events routines while chapter 7 is about space 
routines in CSE department. 
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To be more precise, in Chapter 6, the reader can find a qualitative description of 
the Routine Learning Software (RLS). This code is able to find event routines in CSE 
department; it means determine probabilities about durations and times when events 
take place. Given that this software is based on the performance of histograms and 
data analysis, the most relevant information and examples of this type of plots are 
introduced. After that, the software is tested using random data in order to show the 
most interesting information and graphs that one can obtain from RLS. Finished this 
random test, it is a practical example of real data from CSE department is 
implemented in order to test the program and some conclusions about events routines 
are shown. 
In Chapter 7 a brief introduction of clustering is presented. Using this ML 
technique, a software (Space Routine Software) to define meaningful areas or zones 
in the CSE department is introduced and tested. 
. 
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2. APPLICATIONS 
After the previous home robot introduction, in this chapter several different kinds of 
tasks feasible by a home robot are detailed. Given that many of them have a common 
factor, they can be grouped in a same type of tasks. In the following sections, all 
these kinds of applications mentioned are going to be explained and classified. After 
that, priority technologies required to obtain all this robot's applications are 
commented. Most of the ideas of this chapter are deduced from [2]. 
2.1. Classification 
In a domestic stage it can e found a wide range of different activities which are 
executed in a quotidian way. Making a general classification that includes most of 
these activities, two groups can be differentiated: 
 
- Households tasks 
- Surveillance tasks 
 
The first group refers to home tasks such as cleaning floor, carpets, fitted carpets 
or glass, cutting grass, cleaning gardens, cooking assistance, transport objects 
assistance, opening or closing blinds, switch on or switch off the lights. 
The second group is about care tasks and take attention of a certain thing or people 
in a home environment. This task is in demand in the nowadays market and today 
already exists lot of different and efficient solutions. 
In the following paragraphs, the reader can find some explanations of the 
applications mentioned in Chapter 1, specifying robot's act environment as well as 
the technologies implicated in these scenes.  
2.1.1. Household tasks 
Household tasks such as laying or setting the table, hanging up clothes or cleaning 
the floor are tasks that individually does not imply a big effort neither requires 
handle of danger materials but they are executed daily. Consequently, they consume 
a noticeable amount of time.  
In the near future, robots will be able to replace people in most of the home tasks 
and be a support of inside and outside house tasks such as garden or garage. 
The main household tasks that could be executed by a robot are listed below: 
- Cleaning tasks: encompass chores like floor, carpet, glass or dust cleaning. 
- Outdoor tasks: include activities not performed inside home such as grass cutting, 
swimming pool cleaning or garden fumigation. 
- Cooking tasks: the main chores in this group are meals preparation or cook 
assistant. 
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- Laundry tasks: basically referred to clothes washing or ironing. 
- Service tasks: this group includes tasks like fetching stuff, setting and laying the 
table or controlling blinds, lights, acclimatization and electrical appliances. 
- Social tasks: they include activities related with social interaction like providing 
company for the elderly and less mobile people or providing comfort to nursing 
home patients. 
The robot complexity to perform all these activities changes a lot. Some of these 
tasks do not suppose important difficulties and there are already commercial robots 
capable to execute them, for example floor cleaning. In the other hand, there exist 
chores too complicated to be performed by a commercial robot in the short term such 
as clothes ironing. 
Most of the applications related with the maintenance of horizontal surfaces can be 
solved by using small wheel robots which incorporate the appropriated tool (vacuum, 
mop, lawnmower). There are already commercial versions of these robots. 
As regards cooking tasks, the solutions are nearest to advanced electrical 
appliances with certain intelligence level that allow them to select the way of act 
depending the object or food manipulated. It is required certain manipulation 
abilities, development of a attractive interface and development of a specific 
software for this type of applications. 
Regarding service tasks, initially they will be executed using wheeled robots but 
probably in the future they will be performed by humanoid robots [3]. These robots 
need to have manipulation abilities and be able to recognise human voice orders by 
means of an appropriated human-machine interface. They must have wireless 
communication with electrical appliances and they will be built in an automated net 
in every particular home. 
2.1.2. Surveillance tasks 
Surveillance can be defined as "close observation or supervision maintained over a 
person, group, etc, especially one in custody or under suspicion". This task has 
became a important current need because of the increment in home accidents and 
burglaries. 
During the last years surveillance robot application has grown rapidly with the aim 
of improving security. The current demand in more complex surveillance systems 
make necessary to improve quality, coverage and reduce risks of security personnel. 
For this reason, the necessity of offering advanced solutions in surveillance and 
security is increasing progressively.  
The surveillance tasks can be grouped in many different types [2]: 
-Hazard detection: the robot is provided by a smell and air composition 
recognition system which is able to detect fire, smoke, carbon monoxide or other 
dangerous gases. 
-Pest control: it consists in locating and smashing insect pests at home. 
-Security tasks: is has surveillance capability, intrusion detection and alarm.  
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-Advanced home management: the robot receives orders from the home owner by 
mobile phone and send, by means of it, information about what happens at home in 
real time. 
2.2. Priority technologies 
In order to be able to obtain all the applications commented in Section 2.1., a 
complex development of new technologies are needed. The priority technologies 
required in home robot's field are listed below: 
- Motor and navigation system which allows secure movements in a reduced, 
dynamic and complex environments as often are home surroundings. 
- Perception system to detect emergence situations and environmental elements 
such as people, obstacles and objects that has to be manipulated by the robot. 
- Energetics autonomy in order to execute tasks without the need of perform 
electrical recharges continuously. 
- Manipulation capability to be able to fetch and grasp objects and interact with the 
environment in simple way. 
- Attractive interface human-robot to interact easily. 
- Remote interface with the aim of interacting with the robot when the user is not 
at home. 
Current researches are focused on discovering and improving these technologies 
and it is estimated that in few years, having a robot at home will become a normal 
fact. A big amount of technologic research in this field is leaded by Japanese state 
agencies and companies and Japan has become the country with the higher number 
of robots. Nowadays, it has the 30% of the world robots (the same as all Europe) and 
it expects commercialize full-sized domestic robots around 2025. Japan, together 
with Korea and US are the Europe 's strongest competitors in robotics nowadays. 
According to SRA, in 2020, the technology and product development costs will be 
reduced and robots for European society will be affordable [4]. 
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3. QUESTIONNAIRE 
In this chapter, the reader can find a brief discussion about the reasons to perform a 
questionnaire. Furthermore, a qualitative description of the questionnaire and the 
most significant results are commented. From them, some deductions as well as the 
usefulness of a home robot are reasoned.  
3.1. Necessity of a questionnaire 
As the reader has already seen in Chapter 2, a home robot can carry out a lot of 
different tasks related with house chores. Obviously, obtaining a robot capable to 
perform most of these activities could be excessively expensive, unviable or non-
rentable nowadays. For this reason, focus only on few of these tasks could be a good 
alternative. 
In order to select what kind of application would be more useful and interesting to be 
implemented in a home robot; an analysis of the real society’s necessities is required. 
With the goal of knowing that, it is needed a broad statistical analysis about 
schedules, routines, habits and opinion of the present society.  
To perform a useful statistical study, it is essential to have access to a large amount 
of real data, about people's daily life tasks in this case. One method of collecting this 
information directly from the general public in a systematic and standardized way is 
by means of a questionnaire. This can be carried out in a number of different ways: 
over the telephone, through the mail, in face-to-face interviews, electronically (e-
mail or web-based questionnaires) or a combination of them. 
After analysing the pros and cons of all these methods, the electronic questionnaire 
is the best option in this particular case because of its characteristics, which are 
detailed in the next section. 
3.2. Qualitative description of the questionnaire 
The electronic questionnaire is the most feasible way to reach the maximum number 
of answers. This type of questionnaire permits getting real information from an 
important amount of people from all over the world in a fast and practically 
instantaneous way. One of its remarkable advantages is that it can be answered in 
few minutes by simple clicks and it can cover a wide range of people, including 
people that the own surveyor do not know. Nevertheless, a low percentage of people 
who receive the questionnaire respond it totally, causing a rate of answering around 
30-35%. Because of this, it is indispensable to send it to almost 300% of the 
population sample desired (100 people in this case). 
The most important information needed is related on times and durations of the 
main house tasks (e.g. cleaning, cooking). It is essential to discover the general 
popular interest in home robots. In particular, knowing what are the most common 
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household tasks performed by the society and which type of works would prefer to 
be done by the robot are two of the basics points to be analysed.  
The format of the questionnaire can be seen in Appendix 1 or in the following 
website: http://www.survs.com/survey/IURF5VDP1O. 
3.3. Analysis of results 
After collecting and organizing all data from the questionnaire, some plots are 
performed using Python in order to obtain useful information from them. In this 
section, these plots are shown and some comments about them are added.  
As has already explained in Section 3.1, the main goals of this questionnaire are 
determine the most interesting home robot application for the current society and 
know more about people routines and schedules in order to facilitate task planning in 
subsequent steps. 
The Section 3.3. is divided in many parts: population sample and interests, 
cleaning task, eating routines and sleeping routines. 
3.3.1. Population sample 
The link of the questionnaire has been sent to 283 people but only 100 completed 
questionnaires has been obtained. It entails a response rate of 35,3% and a population 
sample of 100 people. 
The questionnaire has been sent mainly to people working in Computer Science 
and Engineering (CSE) department of Oulu university, in Universitat Politècnica de 
Catalunya and Instiut de Robòtica Industrial (IRI). For this reason, most of the 
people questionnaireed are students or researchers from Finland and Spain. This fact 
causes a relatively low average age of the population sample. It is around 25,9 years 
old. 
In the Figure 1, two plots about nationality and gender of the surveyed people are 
shown.  
3.3.2. Population interests 
The first question of the questionnaire was related with home robot application. 
Surveyed people had to choose which tasks (not more than 5) from a list would 
prefer to be done by a robot.  
Figure 2 summarizes all data obtained. Most of the people, exactly 74% of the 
whole sample population, have selected cleaning as the first household chore to be 
automated. Ironing and doing laundry hold the second and the third position 
respectively with 45% and 37% of the people’s votes. In Section 3.4. a reasoning 
about which application is more suitable to be selected as the automated task for the 
home robot is developed. 
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Figure 1. Pie charts representing  the population sample. On the left, gender 
distribution. On the right, nationality distribution.  
 
 
Figure 2. Bar diagram representing the evaluation of the robots tasks by surveyed 
people. 
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Another goal of the questionnaire is determine society habits or routines. For these 
reason many questions about times and schedules were asked. In Section 3.3.3. the 
reader can find information about cleaning task and sleeping routines of population 
sample. 
3.3.3. Cleaning task  
Figure 3 summarizes information about cleaning time and duration of this activity. 
It is observed that 25% of the whole cleaning hours in the week are performed 
during Saturday. The other cleaning hours are distributed in an approximately 
uniform way during the rest days of the week, between 10-15% of the whole hours 
each day. 
From the right plot in Figure 3, it can be seen that almost half of the surveyed 
people clean on Saturday. 
 
 
Figure 3. Bar diagrams. On the left, the distribution of cleaning hours during the 
week (out of 1). On the right,  percentage of surveyed people who clean on each day 
of the week. 
In Figure 4  the time cleaning distribution is shown. It represents the percentage of 
people who cleans in each time of the day. An important amount of people, exactly 
44%, start cleaning at 10 o’clock in the morning and 35% of the surveyed people 
clean at 18 o’clock. Another curious information is that later than 22 hours nobody 
cleans. 
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Figure 4. Histogram representing cleaning time distribution during a day. 
 
Cleaning frequency and duration are interesting information to have in 
consideration. It means how many times a week the people clean and how long it 
takes. In order to illustrate this information, two graphics are plotted in Figure 5 . 
 
Figure 5. Histograms. On the left, times a week that people use to clean.  On the 
right, duration per week of the cleaning task, in hours. 
Generally, people clean between 1 and 2 times a week and the duration average of 
this task is around 3,7 hours per week. Nevertheless, more than 25% of the surveyed 
people clean between 1-2 hours and the medium are around 2,7h. 
3.3.4. Sleeping routine 
Analysing sleeping habits from surveyed people it can be said that most of the people 
wake up between 7-8h in the morning and go to sleep around 12 o’clock. The 
average of sleeping hours is approximately 7. 
This can be important information in order to try to plan robot tasks (not noisy 
chores) during this sleeping time because the corridors will be empty and this fact 
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can facilitate the execution of some tasks. In addition, the robot will not disturb the 
people in their daily activities. 
3.4. Conclusion of results 
In order to choose one automated task to be implemented in a robot it might take 
an important amount of factors in consideration. The most relevant ones are 
population interest, usefulness of the application, time a week that it is going to be 
used and also the improvement level from human to robot execution. 
After analysing questionnaire results, the application selected is cleaning task 
because of its high society interest (74% of the surveyed population) and because it 
takes a reasonable time to be done, approximately 4  hours per week. The cleaning 
task consists of vacuuming the house, going past all rooms and spaces. In cleaning 
tasks, mainly of robots are more efficient than humans on account that they reach a 
lot more corners or crevices while humans have hard time getting into the smallest 
parts of the room. They are especially useful in spaces which their access is tricky or 
even impossible. Robots are faster than humans because human cleaner needs to drag 
along some cleaning materials and his movements to one section to the next one are 
not so fast; consequently they consume a lot of time to fulfil the task at hand.  
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4. ROBOTS’ TASK PLANNING 
In Chapter 4, some definitions of important concepts which appear frequently 
throughout the thesis and are considered known by the reader from now on are given. 
These concepts are related with routines and planning issues from a robotics 
perspective. Moreover, two types of robot control are presented and the interaction 
human-robot in planning tasks is commented. Then, a reasoning about which data 
inputs are required by a Robot Task Planning Software (RTPS) is performed in order 
to determine the way to accomplish the initial thesis objective. Finally, a description 
of how to plan a particular task (cleaning task) is given. 
4.1. Routines 
A routine is a frequently repeated pattern of interaction between an agent and its 
familiar environment. One might speak of a routine for some task, but a routine is 
defined by what happens rather than by any endpoint or overall intention. One need 
not have a set routines ”for” any given purpose, since the relevant circumstances of 
the task and its environment may differ sufficiently from occasion to occasion that no 
stable routine emerges. Likewise, one may have a dozen different routines “for” 
some purpose if that purpose arises in dozen different contexts [5, p. 108]. 
A routine, like a dynamic phenomenon, is purely a descriptive construct, not a 
thing in the head, not a plan or procedure. No specific knowledge is required to 
engage in routines. A routine might involve a series of actions, each a response to the 
situation resulting from the previous action, without a specific prior intention to 
perform that series of actions. The actions comprising a routine are not dictated by 
the routine; they are simply the individual’s chosen actions in particular situations. 
Routines can change because of the individual changes (perhaps by learning 
something) or because of the environment changes. The fundamental reason for 
routine evolution is that the relationship between the individual and the environment 
changes, and the study of routine evolution is precisely the study of these changing 
relationships [5, p. 108]. 
A procedure, like a plan, is a mental entity that directly and systematically 
determines an individual’s action; by contrast, a routine is an emergent pattern of 
interaction whose evolution might be influenced by changes in the individual’s 
environment. 
4.2. Idea of planning 
The word planning can be defined as the process of constructing a plan with the 
intention of executing it [5, p. 145]. The noun “plan” that appears in this definition 
can take different meanings. In everyday life it refers to business plans and dinner 
plans, as part of a culture’s way of using representations of actions as aids in 
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organizing and coordinating activity. Nevertheless, uses of the term “plan” in AI 
discourse have been constrained by the necessity of providing some technical 
specification for the notion of execution. It is thus that “plan” has come by default to 
mean “computer program” and “execution” has come to be modelled on the 
operation of a programmed computer. The purpose of a plan is that its execution 
should achieve some pre-set goal. A particular instrumentalism is central to the 
project: the adoption of goals is distinguished from the construction and execution of 
plans to achieve them. The selection of the goals has been a topic of AI research only 
insofar as those goals are instrumental to the achievement of some previously 
existing goals. The simplest interpretation of the distinction between planning and 
execution is to think of them as subserved by different mechanisms: a planner that 
takes a goal and produces a plan and an executor that carries that plan into effect, 
hereby achieving the goal [5, p. 146]. 
In other words, plans are robot control programs that a robot can not only execute 
but also reason about and manipulate. Thus a plan-based controller is able to manage 
and adapt the robot's intended course of action (the plan) while executing it and can 
thereby better achieve complex and changing goals. The use of plans enables these 
robots to flexibly interleave complex and interacting tasks, exploit opportunities, 
quickly plan their courses of action, and, if necessary, revise their intended activities 
4.3. Paradigms for robot control 
In this section two of the most dominant robot paradigms are introduced and 
described. These robot controls are Plan-based control and Behaviour-based control. 
4.3.1. Plan-based control of a robot 
A key challenge for the next generation of autonomous robots is the reliable and 
efficient accomplishment of prolonged, complex, and dynamically changing tasks in 
the real world. One of the most promising approaches to realize these capabilities is 
the plan-based approach to robot control. In the plan-based approach, robots produce 
control actions by generating, maintaining, and executing plans that are tailored for 
the robots' respective tasks.  
One of the grand visions in the area of plan-based robot control is the realization of 
general autonomous robot control programs that can adapt themselves to the 
environments they are to operate in and to the distribution of complex tasks they are 
to perform. An instance of this grand vision is a pre-programmed household robot 
that knows how to clean a flat, how to operate a dishwasher, and so on. Being 
installed in a new environment specializes its general plans to the specifics of the 
household and it learns to manage the specific agenda of household chorus that is 
given to it. The robot also has to learn about the pitfalls of its tasks and its 
environment and avoid them through foresight. 
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Cognition requires technical systems to reason about and revise their own control 
programs. In particular, the systems must be capable of predicting the effects of their 
intended courses of action, learning routine controllers from experience, including 
advice into the behaviour specifications, and explaining their own behaviour. Having 
such capabilities for complex and changing activities requires technical systems to 
form, maintain, and execute plans - control programs that cannot only be executed 
but also reasoned about, generated, and revised during their execution. Indeed, it is 
almost impossible to imagine that cognitive technical systems performing non-trivial, 
dynamically changing, and possibly interfering tasks could be successful without 
performing plan-based control. 
Key contributions to the research area of plan-based control of robotic agents is the 
application of transformational planning and learning to concurrent reactive 
manipulation tasks. In this approach transformational planning cannot only be used 
to find plans faster but also to improve the flexibility, reliability, and performance of 
plans. 
4.3.2. Behavior-based control of a robot 
Behavior-based controllers consist of a collection of behaviors. Behaviors are 
processes or control laws that achieve and/or maintain goals. For example, 'avoid-
obstacles' maintains the goal of preventing collision. Behaviors can be implemented 
either in software or hardware; as a processing element or a procedure. Each 
behavior can take inputs from the robot's sensors (e.g., camera, ultrasound, infra-red, 
tactile) and/or from other behaviors in the system, and send outputs to the robot's 
effectors (e.g, wheels, grippers, arm, speech) and/or to other behaviors. Thus, a 
behavior-based controller is a structured network of such interacting behaviors. Note 
that behaviors themselves can have state, and can form representations when 
networked together. Hence, unlike reactive systems, behavior-based systems are not 
limited in their expressive and learning capabilities [6]. 
This type of robot control is directly related with Brook's Subsumption 
architecture. Rodney Brooks provided a decomposition of the problem of robot 
control into layers corresponding to levels of behaviour. Within this setting, he 
introduced the idea of subsumption, that is, the more complex layers not only 
depends on lower, more reactive layers, but could also influence their behaviour. The 
resulting architecture was one that could simultaneously service multiple, potentially 
conflicting goals in a reactive fashion, giving precedence to high-priority goals [7]. 
4.4. Interaction human-robot in planning tasks 
One of the particularities of home robots, such as household or service robots, is that 
they usually share their workspace with people. This fact entails the need to take into 
account the presence of humans when planning their actions. In Section 4.4. a 
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discussion about which type of information from the environment (space, human 
routines) is required to develop a robot tasks plan is presented. In addition a 
description of the desired Robots Task Planning Software is provided. 
Humans are agents that act independently of the robot, thus, when planning, the 
robots needs to consider two different processes affecting the state, both of its own 
actions and the actions of human [1]. Therefore, the robot should prepare its own 
plan taking into account the presence of the human user. In a nutshell, one approach 
of human-aware planning can be described as follows: 
-A plan recognition system generates a set of forecasted human possible human 
plans. 
-A human-aware planner  takes as input this human plans, a set of goals (i.e. the 
tasks to perform), and a set of constraints regarding how the robot can interact with 
the human. 
-The human-aware planner then attempts to find a plan that for all the forecasts 
human plans is guaranteed to (a) achieve the goals and (b) not violate the constraints. 
-When changes in the plan forecasts are discovered during the execution, 
replanning can be triggered. 
As noted by [8], cooperation between robots and humans can be greatly improved 
if the robots can predict the actions of the humans. However the problem of task 
planning in the presence of humans is currently open. 
4.5. Robot Task Planning Software 
In an autonomous robot task planning is used to plan a sequence of high-level actions 
that allows the robot to perform a given task. Task planning usually requires that 
several types of knowledge are encoded in the planner in a suitable way. These 
include causal knowledge, that is knowledge about the effects of the robot's actions, 
and world knowledge, the is knowledge about the objects in the robot workspace, 
their properties and their relations [9]. 
For a home robot, the knowledge about the structure of the current state of the 
world means the knowledge of its workspace, that is to say, the knowledge of its 
environment. This implies know about people routines and space routines of robot 
workspace. In order to obtain this type of information, two programs  are developed: 
Routine Learning Software (RLS) and Space Routine Software (SRS). The first one 
is able to analyse data from real events using statistics, create histograms and 
determine the probability that a certain event takes places in a certain time and 
duration. The second one is capable to define meaningful areas or zones in the robot 
workspace by the use of a Machine Learning technique called clustering. 
The idea of both programs is to provide a Robot's Task Planning Software (RTPS) 
with useful information from robot's environment which is required during the 
planning tasks process. In order to clarify this idea, see Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. How RLS and SRS work in parallel to provide RTPS with data required. 
4.6. Particular case of task planning 
According to questionnaire results, showed in Chapter 3, the most interesting 
household chore to be executed by a home robot is the cleaning task. In this section, 
a description of this task and the way how its planning can be executed using the 
resources obtained from RLS and SRS is given. 
4.6.1. Description of cleaning task and its planning 
The cleaning task consists of vacuuming the house, going past all rooms and spaces. 
In order to save energy and time, it is necessary to find a trajectory that implies come 
past only once through the same place.  
For this reason, have an exhaustive control about the people fluency in corridors 
could be an interesting point. If the robot have to walk through the corridors to get to 
certain place at certain time, might know how is the traffic in all the corridors. To do 
it, an histogram representing the amount of people in certain corridor during the day 
will be required. Then, from the histograms of all corridors (obtained by RLS) and 
space routine (obtained by SRS) knowing each distribution and also the time or 
robots’ speed it will be possible to find the best or fastest way in order to arrive to the 
desired place at the desired time. 
For example, a university situation is considered. There are many times during a 
day that the corridors are full because is time to finish lessons and all the students are 
going out the classes and filling certain corridors. For this reason, if the robot should 
move from point A to point B using these corridors as a shorter way, it has to change 
its trajectory with the aim of not required this places because it will have to walk 
slower and wait in order to be able to pass. The use of time histograms will facilitate 
this kind of action. The most useful one, is that one which it shows all the fluency in 
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the corridors during all day, in the same diagram. In this way, chose the most easy 
trajectory to get the desire point in the desired time is feasible. 
4.6.2. Comparison of two ways of planning the cleaning task 
 
In this section, the Plan-based control and Behavior-based control of a robot are 
compared in planning the cleaning task. 
In Plan-based programming mode, each program is written for a specific overall 
task.  Decisions are built into the program in a specified order, and built to 
accomplish the larger goal. 
  Behavior-based programming considers each behavior independently to 
determine control of the robot.  The method is very flexible and robust.  As a result 
of many small, thought out, behaviors achieving mini goals, ultimately accomplishes 
complex tasks.  If built properly, the robot appears to think and make decisions about 
it environment toward completing the task.   
In order to comprehend the differences between  these two control methods and 
how they work, in the following paragraphs an explanation of their way of planning 
the cleaning tasks is detailed.  
As a starting point, it is required to clean a room hence the robot is needed to 
travel around  this room in order to vacuuming as much territory as possible. The 
solution of this problem approached from diverse control methods is shown next. 
Plan-Based Approach 
In this case a solution could  be creating an algorithm through which the robot can 
methodically travel around the room in a pattern that allows it to cover the entire 
floor.  It might start in a corner, and move back and forth in straight lines from end to 
end until it hit the opposite corner, as it is shown in Figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 7. Deterministic plan to move around the room. 
This solution is feasible but many problems can arise from this scenario. There are 
many cases in which it would not work correctly, such as if the room is not 
rectangular or regular shaped, if the robot can’t drive perfectly straight and looses 
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exact track of location and plan, if there are obstacles in the room or if some physical 
robot factors like sensors or motors are not precise. 
Behavior-based Approach 
Thinking about the task in behavior-based terms, behaviors such as driving and 
escaping when stuck come to mind.  If the robot can drive around randomly, 
colliding or turning away from walls and furniture, eventually the robot would cover 
the floor.  Below, the implementation of this basic approach is performed. 
 
-Behavior - MOVE: is a simple behavior with no inputs and no feedback 
mechanism.  Its purpose is to always request control of the robot to drive in one pre-
defined speed and direction.  This behavior produces a low level movement that is 
usually utilized to move the robot from place to place in the absence of other 
triggered behaviors. 
-Behavior - ESCAPE: is a more complex behavior to implement, but has a simple 
purpose.  If the robot collides with some obstacle, it steps back and separates from it. 
This behavior-base implementation is illustrated in Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8. Basic behavior-based room explorer diagram. 
 
The robot drives around the room bumping into obstacles and changing 
direction.  The MOVE behavior provides basic locomotion for the robot.  When it 
contacts (bumpers are depressed) an object, ESCAPE takes control and escapes from 
the collision.  Once the robot is clear ESCAPE becomes dormant and MOVE again 
controls the robot.  The arbitrator checks the behaviors that are requesting control 
and resolves conflict based on hierarchy.  In this case, ESCAPE has a higher priority 
and receives control when triggered over MOVE. This situation is represented in 
Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Robot movement implementing MOVE (green) and ESCAPE (yellow). 
 
This simple robot algorithm has a good chance of accomplishing its mission given 
enough time to randomly bounce around.  It does not need to move straight, keep a 
map of the area or correct course deviations. This make it simple and effective. 
Nevertheless, this situation can still be improved in order to be able to work in a 
room with a lot of obstacles, or divided into many segregated areas by walls. 
To solve these new problems, the current code does not need to be changed.  New 
behaviors can be added to the robot algorithm that makes it more effective.  For 
example, a behavior which employs a proximity sensor to detect an obstacle before 
hitting it.  When the proximity sensor detects an obstacle, it triggers the robot to turn 
away from the obstacle. 
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5. MACHINE LEARNING  
Learning may be defined as the capacity to acquire or modify knowledge, skills or 
behaviours. This can be achieved, for example, by education or by experience. 
Learning is a concept that has always been associated to humans or to animals, but 
nowadays it can be also associated to machines. In Chapter 5, the concept of 
Machine Learning and its classification is introduced.  
5.1. Introduction and roots of ML 
The human beings are able to learn a lot of things on their own by recollecting and 
interpreting information. The information can be found in many different ways, like 
sounds, images or smells, and the interpretation is made by the brain.  Another way 
to collect information is by communication between two or more individuals.  
The aim of machine learning is that machines like computers or robots can be able 
to learn from information without being explicitly programmed for each action or 
decision they do. For example, a computer could be programmed with an algorithm 
that is able to update certain amounts of data autonomously.   
 
 
Work in machine learning is now converging from several sources. They bring 
different methods and different vocabulary which are being assimilated into a more 
unified discipline. According  to [10] there are many separate disciplines that have 
contributed to machine learning and they are listed below. 
Statistics  
A long-standing problem in statistics is how best to use samples drawn from 
unknown probability distributions to help decide from which distribution some new 
sample is drawn. A related problem is how to estimate the value of an unknown 
function at a new point given the values of this function at a set of sample points. 
Statistical methods for dealing with these problems can be considered instances of 
machine learning because the decision and estimation rules depend on a corpus of 
samples drawn from problem environment.  
Brain models 
Non-linear elements with weighted inputs have been suggested as simple models of 
biological neurons. Networks of these elements have been studied by several 
researches. Brain modellers are interested in how closely these networks approximate 
the leaning phenomena living brains. Several important machine learning techniques 
are based on networks of nonlinear elements, often called neural networks. 
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Adaptive Control Theory 
 Control theorists study the problem of controlling a process having unknown 
parameters which must be estimated during operation. Often, the parameters change 
during operation, and the control process must track these changes. Some aspects of 
controlling a robot based on sensory inputs represent instances of this sort of 
problem. 
Psychological Models 
Psychologists have studied the performance of humans in various learning tasks. An 
early example is the EPA; network for storing and retrieving one member of a pair of 
words when given another. Related work led to a number of early decision tree and 
semantic network methods. More recent work of this sort has been influenced by 
activities in artificial intelligence. Some of the work in reinforcement learning can be 
traced to efforts to model how reward stimuli influence the learning of goal-seeking 
behaviour in animals. Reinforcement learning is an important theme in machine 
learning research. 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
From the beginning, AI research has been concerned with machine learning. AI 
researches have explored the role of analogies in learning and how future actions or 
decisions can be based on previous exemplary cases. Recent work has been directed 
at discovering rules for expert systems using decision-tree methods and inductive 
logic programming. Another theme has been saving and generalizing the results if 
problem solving using explanation-based learning. 
Evolutionary models  
In nature, not only do individual animals learn to perform better, but species evolve 
to be better fit in their individual niches. Since the distinction between evolving and 
learning can be blurred in computer systems, techniques that model certain aspects of 
biological evolution have been proposed as learning methods to improve the 
performance of computer programs. Genetic algorithms and genetic programming 
are the most prominent computational techniques for evolution. 
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5.2. Learning classification and examples 
As it has been explained before, there are many different processes of learning. 
When learning is applied to machines or computers the first thing that must be 
considered is what must be learned. Different applications need different learning 
strategies. That is to say that each task requires a different way of learning. Robots 
should be able to recollect information and learn from it in order to adapt or improve 
their skills to accomplish their functions. These learning strategies are explained in 
this section and deduced from [11]  [10]. 
5.2.1. Supervised learning 
Supervised learning is the kind of learning studied in most current research in 
machine learning. Supervised learning deduces a function from training data. These 
training data consists of an input and an output object. The input object is typically a 
vector while the output object can be a continuous value or a discrete value. If it is a 
continuous value the function will be a regression and if it is a discrete value the 
function will be a classification. The bigger the training data sample is, the better 
results the function gives. 
The regression algorithms are used to make predictions. A good example where 
regression would be useful for a home robot is to predict the demand of energy 
consumption in a certain country in order to make a good regulation of the power 
generated. On the other side, classification algorithms are used to do classifications. 
For a home robot this could be useful to separate the waste into plastic, glass, paper 
or organic material.  
5.2.2. Unsupervised learning 
The first point where unsupervised learning differs from supervised learning is that 
in unsupervised learning there is only input data. The objective of unsupervised 
learning is to find certain patterns that are repeated more often than others in the 
input data. In statistics this is called density estimation. The basic task of this kind of 
learning is to develop classification labels automatically using many different 
techniques, such as clustering or feature extraction. 
In unsupervised classification, often known as 'cluster analysis' the machine is not 
told how the texts are grouped. Its task is to arrive at some grouping of the data. In a 
very common of cluster analysis (K-means), the machine is told in advance how 
many clusters it should form, a potentially difficult and arbitrary decision to make. 
Clustering consists in making groups from the input data. The members of each 
group must be more similar between them than with members of the other groups. 
For example, this process can be used in marketing to extract information from the 
consumers; this is called costumer segmentation.  
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5.2.3. Reinforcement learning 
The objective of reinforcement learning is to discover how to solve a problem by 
performing some actions and making some decisions. Reinforcement learning is 
different to the other forms of machine learning because here the learner is not told 
what it must do every single moment because a single action is not as important as 
the whole process followed to solve the entire problem. The learner must be able to 
perform a sequence of actions that lead it to solve a problem. To understand it better, 
a good example would be a computer programmed to play chess. In chess a single 
move is not very important by itself. The right sequence of moves is what leads the 
player to the victory.  
Reinforcement learning is based in a trial-and-error strategy. This consists in 
searching the best sequence of actions to determine the optimal solution to a 
problem. As in other forms of machine learning, in spite of being told which actions 
to take, the learner must discover which actions lead to a better solution. To discover 
these actions the learner has to try actions that it has not selected before and also it 
has to evaluate them. If one new action gives a better response to the problem it must 
replace the action that was considered the best before for the new one. In addition, if 
one action leads to a good solution the machine would rather use it instead of trying 
and evaluating a new action.  
As it can be concluded from the previous paragraph, one of the challenges in 
reinforcement learning is the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. It is not 
possible to pursue exclusively exploration or exploitation without failing at the task. 
The machine must exploit its knowledge in order to obtain good results in its work, 
but it must also explore new ways to develop its work so as to make better actions in 
the future when it faces a similar or an equal problem. As the actions discovered turn 
to lead to better responses the machine should tend to exploit them instead of keep on 
seeking for better ones. 
Reinforcement learning considers the whole problem. For example a walking-
robot looking for a goal-location interacting with an uncertain environment can move 
into different directions. This environment could be a room with many different 
obstacles between the robot and the goal-location, like objects on the ground, steps or 
ramps. The robot should try different actions and from them learn which is the 
correct sequence of actions to reach the goal-location. Doing it several times should 
lead the robot to find which is the best path to go from a point to another. 
A good example the resume the reinforcement learning is the home-robot Roomba 
iRobot. This robot is capable to map the floor of the flat or the house where it is 
used. For these reason, the more times it is used the more it grows its efficiency 
cleaning. 
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6. ROUTINE LEARNING SOFTWARE  
 
In this chapter, the reader can find a qualitative description of the Routine Learning 
Software, including its functionality, inputs required and outputs obtained. Given that 
this software is based on the performance of histograms and data analysis, the most 
relevant information and examples of this type of plots are introduced. Then, the 
software is tested using random data in order to show the most interesting 
information and graphs that can be obtained from it. After this random test, it is 
necessary to adapt the algorithm in order to be able to work using real data; it implies 
modify some input data because all data desired is not available yet. Next, a practical 
example of real data is implemented in order to test the program and the analysis of 
the results obtained is performed. 
6.1. Qualitative description of the software 
In Section 6.1. the reader is able to comprehend the main purpose of Routine 
Learning Software. Additionally, the types of inputs required are described and the 
outputs obtained are defined. 
6.1.1. Software functionality 
The most relevant software of this thesis, named Routine Learning Software (RLS), 
searches information from collected data and, according to certain parameters, finds 
routines that will be used to robot’s tasks planning. In other words, the main goal of 
this software is to provide another software with enough useful and relevant 
information to carry out its function using statistics. This consists on predict events 
and planning robots’ tasks. Because of its complexity, it has to be analysed in an 
exhaustive way and this process isn’t part of the present thesis content. The reader 
can see Figure10 in order to comprehend in a graphically way the function of this 
software and how it works. 
 
 
Figure 10. Illustration of how the Routine Learning Software works. 
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With the aim of obtaining useful information to be used by a Planning Software, 
the RLS has to be well  defined. The most relevant points to be described in a 
detailed way are its inputs and outputs. They are defined in Sections 6.1.2. and 6.1.3. 
In this software the concept of learning appears but not as a common way of one 
could understand it. In this software, the word learning refers to the fact of knowing 
the environment and organise collected data in a good way in order to define patrons 
that are usually repeated and be able to make estimations of times, durations and 
types of events that are going to happen during certain period of time. 
6.1.2. Inputs required 
The Routine Learning Software requires an important amount of inputs in order to 
have enough data available to perform a detailed statistical analysis.  Since this 
section, these inputs will be called events and all of them will share the same 
structure. This consists in four parameters: 
a) Type of event. There exist 8 different events named A, B, C, D, E, F, G , H 
and I. They represent the detection of people in different places in the CSE 
department of Oulu University. The relation between each event and its 
meaning is showed in the table below. 
 
Table 1. Relation between type of event and its meaning 
Event 
type 
Meaning Event 
type 
Meaning 
A People in the coffee room F People in corridor 4 
B People in the robotics lab G People in corridor 5 
C People in corridor 1 H People in corridor 6 
D People in corridor 2 I People in corridor 7 
E People in corridor 3   
 
In order to describe the environment where the data is collected, a map of CSE 
department -located in the third floor of the building E- is shown in Figure 11. 
b) Person identification. There are approximately 100 people in this department. It 
is supposed that each person who works in this department have an identifying 
number. For this reason, this parameter is a number between 1 and 100 and makes 
reference to the person who perform the event. 
c) Start datetime. This information includes the date and the time when the event 
starts, expressed in the following format: "day-month-year hour:minutes:seconds" 
With the last aim of predict events and plan, know the time when it occurs becomes 
essential. 
d) Duration. This parameter gives information about how long the activity takes. 
The duration is calculated from the start and the finish time of the event. It is 
expressed in minutes. 
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Figure 11. Map of the CSE Department. The main places, shown in the legend, are 
marked. 
Finally, considering all the parameters mentioned, the event structure is expressed 
as the following way:  
 
event = [type of event, person identification, start datetime, duration] 
 
Obviously, this kind of events need to be recognised and classified previously in a 
correct way. This complex process of recognition means the link between the 
environment perception (by use of sensors or cameras) and the RLS, as is illustrated 
in Figure 12.  
 
Figure 12. Process of conversion from environmental data to a RLS's input. 
6.1.3. Outputs obtained 
As commented in previous sections, the Routine Learning Software has to be able to 
provide a Planning Software with information required to plan robot tasks. As a 
consequence, the outputs of RLS are related with probabilities of times event 
occurrences or its duration. They are listed below: 
-Probability that event X occurs between t1 and t2. 
-Probability that event X occurs before t. 
-Probability that event X occurs after t. 
-Probability that the event X lasts between d1 and d2 minutes. 
-Probability that the event X lasts less than d minutes. 
-Probability that the event X lasts more than d minutes. 
-Most probable time when event X occurs. 
-Most probable duration of event X. 
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- Existence of difference between events occurring during weekdays and during 
weekends (or not). 
In order to obtain all this information and organise data it is necessary to create 
histograms using all the input information. In 6.2. histogram issue is developed. 
6.2. Histograms 
Histograms are graphs widely used in Routine Learning Software. For these reason, 
in this section, the most relevant features of this type of plot are specified. All the 
ideas, definitions and equations which appear in Section 6.2. are deduced from [12]. 
6.2.1. Histogram definition and uses 
A histogram is a representation of a frequency distribution by means of rectangles 
whose widths represent class intervals and whose areas are proportional to the 
corresponding frequencies.  
The main parts of this type of plot are explained next: 
-Horizontal or X-axis: it shows the scale of values into which the measurements 
fit. These measurements are generally grouped into intervals to facilitate the 
summary of large data sets. Individual data points are not displayed. 
-Vertical or Y-axis: This scale shows the number of times - frequency - the values 
within an interval occurred. 
-Bars. They have two important characteristics: height and width. The first one 
represents the number of times the values within interval occurred and the second 
one, the length of the interval covered by the bar. Usually, the width is the same for 
all bars. 
In statistics, a histogram can be defined as an estimate of the probability 
distribution of a continuous variable and shows the proportion of cases that fall into 
each of several categories, with the total area equalling 1. These categories, called 
bins, are adjacent and defined as consecutive and non-overlapping intervals of a 
variable.  
In a general mathematical sense, it can be defined as a function mi that counts the 
number of observations that fall into each bin, whereas the graph of a histogram is 
merely one way to represent a histogram.  
If n is considered the total number of observations and k the total number of bins, 
the histogram mi meets the following conditions: 
     
 
   
 ( 1 ) 
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It exist one type of histogram named cumulative histogram that is a mapping that 
counts the cumulative number of observations in all of the bins up to the specified 
bin. The cumulative histogram  Mi of a histogram  mj  is defined as: 
      
 
   
 ( 2 ) 
Histograms are used to plot density of data, and often for density estimation: 
estimating the probability density function of the underlying variable. The total area 
of a histogram used for probability density is always normalized to 1. If the length of 
the intervals on the x-axis is all 1, then a histogram is identical to a relative 
frequency plot. Additionally, they can be use to summarize large data sets 
graphically and assist in decision making.  
6.2.2. Optimization of bin size 
During the building of a histogram, choosing the correct bin size is an essential step 
in order to be able to visualize data distribution in a clear way. 
On the one hand, if the size bin is too small, a bar height at each bin suffers 
significant statistical fluctuation caused by the scarcity of samples in each bin. On 
the other hand, if the size is too large, the histogram is not able to show the shape of 
the underlying distribution due to the resolution is not good enough. These facts can 
be seen in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13. Different  histogram shape examples. On the left, the bins are too small. 
On the right, the bins are too large. 
Figure 13 illustrates two common histogram problems, originated by the  
inappropriate bin size selection. From the histogram on the left, it can be seen that 
the bin width is too small as it shows too much individual data and does not allow the 
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underlying pattern (frequency distribution) of the data to be easily seen. At the other 
end of the scale, is the diagram on the right, where the bins are too large and, again, 
it is unable to find the underlying trend in the data. 
There does not exist the best number of bins considering that there are different 
bin sizes that can reveal the most important features of the data. Nevertheless, some 
theoreticians have tried to obtain the optimal number of bins for a certain set of data, 
such as the Histogram Binwidth selection method of Hideaki Shimazaki [13]. In 
general, these methods cannot be used with all types of data given that they make 
strong suppositions about the shape of the distribution.  
Depending on the objectives of the statistical analysis and the data distribution, 
many distinct bin widths may be appropriate. For this reason, experimentation is 
usually required to determine a suitable width. However, there are some useful 
guidelines, like the ones presented next. 
The number of bins k can be assigned directly or can be calculated from a 
suggested bin width h as: 
   
         
 
  ( 3 ) 
6.2.3. Different histogram applications 
In this section, some of the most interesting types of histograms in order to analyse 
data from real events are presented. From them, a lot of useful information can be 
obtained. 
As it has already explained in previous sections, the Y axis -vertical- is the scale 
that shows the frequency within an interval occurred and the X axis -horizontal- of a 
histogram shows the scale of values into which the measurements fit. In this 
particular study, X-axis will represent time of the day, duration or day of the week, 
depending on the case. This is detailed in following paragraphs. 
In this particular case, all the data to be analysed comes from events that occur in 
CSE department during the day. For this reason, two interesting parameters to be 
analysed are the time when some event take place and its duration. 
Following, some histogram examples are detailed: 
Frequency of certain event during a day.  
It is useful in order to observe the evolution of certain event during a day. The X-axis 
represents the time of a day (from 0h to 24h). Depending of the time precision 
required the bin width changes. For example, if it is interesting to know how many 
times certain event occurs in one hour, a plot of 24 bins is the best option. The first 
time interval is defined from 0:00 to 1:00, the second one from 1:00 to 2:00 and so 
on until the last bin, which corresponds to time between 23:00 and 24:00. See Figure 
14. 
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Figure 14. Histogram represents certain event occurrences during a day. 
Plotting the data obtained during the working day is another option. Depending on 
the situation, it would be interesting knowing what happens during this period only. 
In this case, X-axis can be defined from 8:00 to 18:00 for example, as it is showed in 
the Figure 15. 
Another variation of this histogram can be done if it wants to analyse certain event 
during a relative short period of time. In this case, the bin size has to be smaller in 
order to obtain a precise control of the event occurrences. Time intervals might be 
reduced; each width bin can represent 10 minutes, for example; as it is shown in 
Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15. Histogram represents certain event occurrences during the working day. 
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To give an example of that, it supposed that one study during the lunch time is 
required. The histogram can show all the event’s occurrences from 11:00 to 15:00 
grouped every 15 minutes. Figure 16, illustrates the plot shape in this case: 
 
Figure 16. Histogram represents certain event occurrences during short period of 
time. 
From all these histograms, some interesting questions can be responded such what 
is the probability that the event occurs between certain times or the probability that it 
occurs before or after certain time. 
In addition, calculating the most probable time when the event occurs is an easy 
task: it is the interval within the highest bin.  
Duration of certain event.  
It is practical in order to estimate the time required for each event. The X-axis 
represents the duration of the event. Depending of the event type, it can be expressed 
using seconds, minutes or hours. The duration of each event is calculated from its 
start and finish times. 
As commented in the previous case (time histograms), the size of bin changes 
depending on the time precision required. The variability of the event duration is 
another factor that can have influence on the bin width. 
By way of example, a histogram of certain event duration is shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Histogram represents the duration of certain event. 
From this kind of histograms, the probability that the event lasts less or more than 
certain time (minutes, in the above plot) can be determined. Furthermore, the most 
probable duration of the event can be calculated. 
Different events occurrences during a day. 
 It is handy if the aim of the study is analysing which kind of events occurs during 
certain day of the week. In this case, the frequencies and times of certain events can 
be plotted in the same graph. Figure 18 shows the evolution of three different events 
during a day: 
 
Figure 18. Histogram represents three different events occurrences during a day. 
This histogram can be used to determine which event occurs more often during 
certain day. Moreover, planning or estimating what is going to occur certain day of 
the week can be another application of this plot. For example, between 4:00 and 5:00 
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event A and B can occur at the same time. Reasoning if this combination of events is 
compatible would be interesting for future plans.  
Comparison of certain event occurrences between different days of the week. 
It is useful in order to know the number of occurrences of certain event during 
certain period of time and compare if there exists important differences between 
them. For example, it is handy to determine if certain event occurs more often on 
Monday than on Friday, or if some kind of event occurs with the same frequency 
every day. In this case, this event would be independent from the day of the week. 
See Figure 19. From it, some important information is obtained. It can help to 
determine if exists some differences between events that occurs during the weekdays 
or during the weekends. Nevertheless, to know this fact, a statistical analysis such as 
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test is required. 
 
Figure 19. Histogram represents the number of occurrences of certain event during 
certain period of time, depending on the day of the week. 
After showing the most relevant histograms, it might be added that depending of 
what kind of information is needed; the type of event plotted can be selected. For 
example, it can be plotted only all the events related with person 1, or all the events 
that occurs during Mondays, etc. in order to analyse in a more exhaustive way some 
particular worker or some special day of the week. 
6.3. Software test using random data 
In this section, an overall explanation about the RSL algorithm procedure is given 
and this software is tested using random data. Some of the most representative 
histograms and useful information obtained is presented and commented.  
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6.3.1. Definition of input class 
The RLS input can be defined as a list of real events:, as it is shown next: 
events_list = [event 1, event 2, ...,  event N] 
Every element of this list is called event and it has the structure commented in 
Section 6.1.1. It is the following one: 
event = [type of event, person identification, start datetime, duration] 
The first element of the list -type of event- is a character. It has to be one of next 
letters: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H or I, as it has explained in 6.1.1. The second element is 
an integer from 1 to 100 representing the person identification. The third one is a 
datetime object with the following format: "day-month-year hour:minutes:seconds". 
Finally the last element of the list is an integer and it illustrates the event duration in 
minutes. 
6.3.2. Generation of random data 
A software to generate random data is created in order to test the RLS. This data is a 
list of events such as specified in the previous section. The algorithm procedure is 
shown in Algorithm 1. 
 
  
6.3.3. Main functions in RLS 
The Routine Learning Software consists of several different functions about 
histograms and probabilities. In the following sections each one of these functions is 
detailed . 
Algorithm 1. Generate random data 
 
1:    Input: start, end, format, prop, n 
2:    Output. List of n events 
3:    Initialization: events_list = [ ], i=0 
4:    while (i<n): 
5:         x= random.choice ('abcdefghij') 
6:         y=random.randrange(1,100) 
7:         z= randomDate (start, end, prop) 
8:         t=random.randrange(1,300) 
9:         event= [x,y,z,t] 
10:       events_list.append (event) 
11:       prop = random. random 
12:   i = i+1 
13:    return (events_list) 
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Histogram of time 
This function creates a time histogram (take into account the initial time of the event) 
from a list of n events (in the following format: [type of event, person identification, 
start datetime, duration]) between t1 and t2. Each bin represents size minutes; so the 
input parameter size represents the bin width. This function is defined as follows: 
hist_time (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, size) 
Since now, there are some input parameters that appear in all the subprograms. 
They are defined next: 
- etype : represents event type/s, a list of one or more letters between A to I.  It is a 
restriction, useful if the user desire to work just with data from certain event/s. If the 
user doesn't want to take this restriction under consideration, the value of this input 
should be an empty list ([ ]). 
- ID: represents person identification, a list of one or more numbers between 1 and 
100.  It is a restriction, useful if the user desire to work just with data from certain 
worker/s. If the user doesn't want to take this restriction under consideration, the 
value of this input should be an empty list ([ ]). 
- Weekday: represents day of the week, a list of one or more numbers from 0 to 6 
(0=Monday and 6=Sunday).  It is a restriction, useful if the user desire to work just 
with data from certain day/s of the week. If the user doesn't want to take this 
restriction under consideration, the value of this input should be an empty list ([ ]). 
Histogram of duration 
This function creates a duration histogram from a list of n events (in the following 
format: [type of event, person identification, start datetime, duration]) between t1 and 
t2. Each bin represents size minutes; so the input parameter size is the bin width. This 
function is defined as follows: 
hist_duration (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, size) 
Most probable time 
This function calculates the most probable start time from a list of n events (in the 
following format: [type of event, person identification, start datetime, duration]) 
between t1 and t2. Each bin represents size minutes; so the input parameter size is the 
bin width. This function is defined as follows: 
Most_prob_d (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, size) 
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Most probable duration 
This function calculates the most probable event duration from all the events from a 
list of n events which duration is between d1 and d2. Each bin represents size 
minutes; so the input parameter size is the bin width. This function is defined as 
follows: 
Most_prob_d (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, d1, d2, size) 
Probability after t 
This function calculates the probability that event X (input parameter called etype), 
between t1 and t2, starts after time t. This function is defined as follows: 
Prob_after_t (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, t) 
Probability before t 
This function calculates the probability that event X (input parameter called etype), 
between t1 and t2, starts before time t. This function is defined as follows: 
Prob_bef_t (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, t) 
Probability between t1 and t2 
This function calculates the probability that event X (input parameter called etype), 
between time1 and time2, starts between t1 and t2. This function is defined as 
follows: 
Prob_t1t2 (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, time1, time2) 
Probability more than d 
This function calculates the probability that event X (input parameter called etype), 
between t1 and t2, lasts more than d minutes. This function is defined as follows: 
Prob_more_d (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, d, t1, t2) 
Probability less than d 
This function calculates the probability that event X (input parameter called etype), 
between t1 and t2, lasts less than d minutes. This function is defined as follows: 
Prob_less_d(etype, ID, weekday, events_list, d, t1, t2) 
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Probability between d1 and d2 
This function calculates the probability that event X (input parameter called etype), 
between t1 and t2, lasts between d1 and d2. This function is defined as follows: 
Prob_t1t2 (etype, ID, weekday, events_list, d1, d2, t1, t2) 
6.3.4. RLS test and results 
The main aim of this section is testing RLS and obtaining some results using random 
data. By means of the random events function presented in Section 6.3.2, a list of 
1000 random events is created and analysed. Some of the results are added in order 
to show how the functions work, by way of illustration. All the following analysis 
use random data between 1/01/2013 and 31/03/2013. 
Histogram of duration 
This analysis is focused on work days, from Monday to Friday. It examines the 
presence of people in the robotics laboratory during the morning (from 8h to 12h). 
The aim is determine for how long the people are working there, using intervals of 
20 minutes. See the duration histogram in Figure 20. 
 
 Code  
ID=[] 
weekday=[0,1,2,3,4] 
hist_duration ('a', ID, weekday, events_list, "08:00:00","11:00:00", 20) 
 
 Results 
 
Figure 20. Histogram of event A duration under conditions specified above. 
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 Histogram of time 
This analysis is focused on work days, from Monday to Friday. It examines the 
presence of people in corridor 7 (in which the elevators are located) during lunch 
time, from 11h to 15h, with intervals of 15 minutes. See time histogram in Figure 21. 
 
 Code  
 
ID=[] 
weekday=[0,1,2,3,4] 
hist_time ('i', ID, weekday, events_list, "11:00:00","15:00:00", 15) 
 
 
 
 Results 
 
 
Figure 21. Histogram of event I start time under conditions specified above. 
Most probable duration 
This study tries to determine the most probable duration (between 0-3h) that the 
workers - just the ones who use the laboratory, with IDs from 1 to 10 - are staying in 
the lab continuously (without leaving or having a break) during weekdays (from 
Monday to Friday). 
 
 Code  
 
ID=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10] 
weekday=[0,1,2,3,4] 
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Most_prob_d ('b', ID, weekday, events_list, "0","180", 15) 
 
 
 Results 
The most probable duration of event 'b' is between 
120 and 180 minutes 
Most probable time 
The aim of this analysis is to find the most probable time when the people stay at the 
coffee room (event A). There is not any ID or weekday restriction in this case. It is 
considered just usual workday from 8h to 18h and intervals of 30 minutes. 
 
 
 Code  
ID=[] 
weekday=[0,1,2,3,4] 
Most_prob_t ('a', ID, weekday, events_list, "08:00:00","18:00:00", 30) 
 
 Results 
The most probable start time of event 'a' is between 
11.00 h   and   11.30  
Probability after t 
The aim of this analysis is to know the probability that there are people in corridor 1 
(event C) after 20h, considering the whole day. There are not ID or weekday 
restrictions. 
 
 Code  
ID=[] 
weekday=[] 
Prob_after_t('c',ID,weekday,events_list,"00:00:00","23:59:59", "20:00:00") 
 Results 
The probability that event 'c' starts after time is 
0.187096774194 
Probability before t 
The goal of this test is to determine the probability that there are people in corridor 2 
(event D) before 8h, considering the whole day. There are not ID or weekday 
restrictions. 
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 Code  
ID=[] 
weekday=[] 
Prob_before_t('d',ID,weekday,events_list,"00:00:00","23:59:59","08:00:00") 
 Results  
The probability that event 'd' starts before time is 
0.324503311258 
Probability between t1 and t2 
The aim of this analysis is to determine the probability that there are people in the 
coffee room (event A) between 8h and 10h, considering the standard workday (from 
8h to 18h). There are not ID or weekday restrictions. 
 
 
 Code  
ID=[] 
weekday=[] 
Prob_t1t2 ('a', ID, weekday, events_list, 
          "08:00:00","18:00:00","08:00:00","10:00:00") 
 Results 
The probability that event 'a' lasts between time1 and time2 is 
0.162162162162 
Probability more than d 
This test tries to determine the probability that the people in the coffee room (event 
A) spend more than 5minutes in this chamber during the workday (from 8h to 18h). 
There are not ID or weekday restrictions. 
 Code  
 
ID=[] 
weekday=[] 
Prob_more_d ('a', ID, weekday, events_list,5,"08:00:00","18:00:00") 
 
 Results 
 
There isn't any event 'a' between t1 and t2 that satisfies initial 
requirements 
Probability less than d 
This analysis determines the probability that the people in the coffee room (event A) 
spend less than 2 minutes in this chamber during the workday (from 8h to 18h). 
There are not ID or weekday restrictions. 
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 Code  
 
ID=[] 
weekday=[] 
Prob_less_d ('a', ID, weekday, events_list,2,"08:00:00","18:00:00") 
 
 Results 
 
The probability that event 'b' lasts less than d is 
0.0 
Probability between d1 and d2 
This test determines the probability that the people in the coffee room (event A) 
spend between 5 minutes and 20minutes in this chamber during the workday (from 
8h to 18h). There are not ID or weekday restrictions. 
 
 Code  
 
ID=[] 
weekday=[] 
Prob_less_d ('a', ID, weekday, events_list,5,20, "08:00:00","18:00:00") 
 
 Results 
 
The probability that event 'b' lasts between d1 and d2 is 
0.0246913580247 
 
6.4. Software test using real data 
In this section, the RLS is going to be tested using real data. Because of the technical 
resources available at the moment of this test are limited, is not possible to collect all 
the data desired, such as the one shown in the previous Section 6.3.. As a 
consequence, the input data structure has to be slightly modified and some functions 
presented before cannot be implemented considering this lack of information. In 
Section 6.4.3. these adaptations are commented. 
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6.4.1. Obtaining real data 
In order to collect real data, 9 cameras have been installed in CSE department. Their 
distribution is shown in the Figure 22 and a more precise plan is illustrated in 
Appendix B. 
 
 
Figure 22. Distribution of cameras in CSE department and coordinate axis used. 
 
From these cameras, information about the time and the position that a person is 
detected in the corridors can be obtained. Because of privacy reasons and also 
because of the lack of technical resources, it is not allowed to identify the people and 
monitor their movements during whole day. For this reason, person identification 
information is not available. In addition, the duration of each event is not available, 
because the cameras can just give information about the time that some person is 
detected, instantaneously, but they are not capable to determine for how long the 
person X is in the corridor, for example. So now the input class structure has suffered 
some modifications, as it is explained in the next section. 
6.4.2. Input class 
As it has been explained in previous sections, the real data differs from the random 
data (detailed in Section 6.3.1.). The cameras collect information daily. The data 
available have the following structure: 
[Time, Camera, Person, Position] 
 
The time parameter is a datetime.time object expressed using the format 
“hour:minutes:seconds”.  
The camera parameter is an integer between 1 and 9. Each one represents one 
camera from the corridor. The relation between real IPs and camera’s number is 
shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Relation between real IP and camera number 
Camera real IP Camera real IP 
1 192.168.1.108:10000 6 192.168.1.103:10001 
2 192.168.1.105:10001 7 192.188.1.104:10000 
3 192.168.1.105:10000 8 192.168.1.102:10000 
4 192.168.1.106:10000 9 192.168.1.103:10000 
5 192.168.1.107:10000   
 
The person parameter is an integer. This parameter changes its value every time 
that a camera detects a different person. It can take values between 1 and the number 
of daily camera’s detections. This parameter does not give information about which 
person is detected and a same person detected at different times has different person 
parameter. 
The position parameter gives information about the location of the person detected 
in Cartesian coordinates, it means in the format (X, Y). The coordinate origin is 
shown  in Figure 22. 
6.4.3. Adapted functions in RLS for real data 
Not all the functions presented in the Section 6.3.3 can be implemented using real 
data because of the lack of information, commented previously.  
In the next paragraphs the functions usable for real data are explained. They are 
only related with time, not with duration because this data is not available. In the 
following sections each one of these functions is detailed. 
Histogram of time 
This function creates a time histogram (take into account the time or instant when a 
person is detected) from a list of n events (in the following format: [Time, Camera, 
Person, Position]) between t1 and t2. Each bin represents size minutes; so the input 
parameter size represents the bin width. This function is defined as follows: 
 
hist_time (IP, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, size) 
 
Since now, there are some input parameters that appear in all the subprograms. 
They are defined next: 
- IP: represents camera/s identification, a list of one or more IP. Each camera 
installed has its own IP, there are not 2 or more cameras with the same identification 
number. This parameter works as a restriction, useful if the user desire to use data 
from just certain event/s. If the user doesn't want to take this restriction under 
consideration, the value of this input should be an empty list ([ ]). 
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- Weekday: represents day of the week, a list of one or more numbers between 0 
and 6 (0=Monday and 6=Sunday).  It is a restriction, useful if the user desire to work 
just with data from certain day/s of the week. If the user doesn't want to take this 
restriction under consideration, the value of this input should be an empty list ([ ]). 
Most probable time 
This function calculates the most probable time from a list of n events (in the 
following format: [time, camera IP, position]) between t1 and t2. Each bin represents 
size minutes; so the input parameter size is the bin width. This function is defined as 
follows: 
Most_prob_t(IP, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, size) 
Probability after t 
This function calculates the probability that camera X (input parameter called IP), 
between t1 and t2, detects a person in the corridor after time t. This function is 
defined as follows: 
Prob_after_t (IP, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, t) 
Probability before t 
This function calculates the probability that camera X (input parameter called IP), 
between t1 and t2, detects a person in the corridor before time t. This function is 
defined as follows: 
Prob_bef_t (IP, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, t) 
Probability between t1 and t2 
This function calculates the probability that camera X (input parameter called IP), 
between t1 and t2, detects a person in the corridor between time1 and time2. This 
function is defined as follows: 
Prob_t1t2 (IP, weekday, events_list, t1, t2, time1, time2) 
6.4.4. RLS test and results 
The main aim of this section is testing RLS and obtaining some results using real 
data. This data has been collected from 16/03/2013 to 01/04/2013, during 24h in the 
CSE department of Oulu University. The first part consist in plotting histograms and 
analysing data from them and the second part consist in determine the most probable 
time when there are more detections. 
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Histogram of time 
In order to be able to analyse real data in a more precisely way, it is advisable to 
separate the data between weekdays and weekends considering that the work  
schedules are completely different. Before starting the analysis, could be worthy 
mention that two suppositions about the relation between cameras positions and 
detections are considered: 
 1) Part of detections from camera 1 correspond to people going to the coffee 
room. 
2) Part of detections from cameras 2 and 6 can be closely related with people who 
are arriving or leaving CSE department. 
 
First of all, to get a global idea of the traffic in the CSE department during the 
workday (supposed to be from 8h to 18h), data from all the cameras has taken into 
account. The resultant histogram using data collected from all the weekdays (11 days 
in total) is shown in Figure 23. 
 
Figure 23. Histogram of detections from all cameras during weekdays from 8h to 
18h. 
As can be perceived, the most busy hours in the department are during the 
morning, specially from 10,30h to 11h. During this period of time, it is  detected an 
average of 1500 detections per day in all the department.  
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The follow analysis shows the results of camera 1 during weekdays. See Figure 24.
 
Figure 24. Histogram of detections from camera1 during weekdays from 8h to 18h 
As can be seen in Figure 24, from 10,30h and 11,30h more people is detected by 
camera 1. Most of these detections could be people  going to the coffee room. During 
this period of time, it is  detected an average of  95 detections per day in this part of 
the department. It has to take into account that each detection means that one person 
has passed through the camera angle vision. As a consequence, this 95 detections are 
not equivalent to 95 people. 
In Figure 25, data collected from cameras 2 and 6 is represented. As it can be 
observed , between 9h and 11,30h an daily  average of 90 detections per 30 minutes 
are found out. Most of these detections corresponds to people arriving or leaving. 
This means that most of the people work during the morning. From 15,30h the 
detections are reduced significantly,  less than 20 every hour. 
 
Figure 25. Histogram of detections from cameras 2 and 6 during weekdays from 
8h to 18h. 
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After analysing data from weekdays, some brief conclusions can be obtained. The 
busiest time in the CSE department, when there are more circulation of people is 
during the morning, specially between 10,30h and 12h. 
The following step is analyse data collected during the weekend. In order to get a 
global idea of the traffic in the CSE department during the weekend (from 8h to 
18h), data from all the cameras has taken into account. The resultant histogram using 
data collected from all the weekends (6 days in total) is shown in Figure 26. A 
peculiarity of this plot is its irregular shape. It means than the people during the 
weekend change totally their routines with respect to the workday and most of the 
people don't work on Saturday or Sunday. Moreover, it can be noticed an important 
decrease of detection compared with data collected during weekdays. From 16h to 
16,30h there are the maximum number of detections, an average of 26 detections 
during the busiest half an hour of the day. 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Histogram of detections from all cameras during weekends from 8h to 
18h. 
In Figure 27, data collected from camera 1 is plotted. At 15h is when more 
detections have been performed: an average of 8 detections per day from 15h to 
15,30h. Another interesting information is that between 8h and 10h in the morning 
has been obtained an average of 11 detections per day. 
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Figure 27. Histogram of detections from camera 1 during weekend from 8h to 18h 
Finally the last histogram analysis is performed using data collected from cameras 
2 and 6. The results are shown in Figure 28. 
 
Figure 28. Histogram of detections from cameras 2 and 6 during weekend from 8h 
to 18h. 
As can be deduced from Figure 28, between 17h and 17,30h there are more 
detections in the corridors. An average of 7 detection per day during this period of 
time. Since 18h, there are practically no detections. It means that most of the people 
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detected during 17-17.30h were leaving, because cameras 2 and 6 are directly focus 
to the elevators. 
After analysing data from weekends, some brief conclusions can be obtained. The 
people routines are completely different during weekdays and during the weekend. In 
the weekends, differently that during weekdays, the busiest time in the CSE 
department is during the afternoon around 17h.  
Most probable time 
In this part, RLS is tested in order to obtain the most probable time when the people 
in CSE department are detected. 
The aim of this analysis is to find the most probable time when there are 
detections, taking into account data from all the cameras of CSE department during 
weekdays. It is considered the morning from 10h to 12h (the busiest period of time, 
as it is shown in Figure 24) and intervals of 30 minutes. 
 
 Code  
 
Most_prob_t_realdata([], '0', "10:00:00","12:00:00", 20) 
 
 Results 
 
The most probable time that there are detections using cameras '[]' is     
between 10.40 h   and   11. 
 
The goal of this test is to find the most probable time when there are detections, 
taking into account data from camera 1 during weekdays. It is considered the 
morning from 10h to 12h (the busiest period of time, as it is shown in Figure 25) and 
intervals of 10 minutes. 
 
 Code  
 
Most_prob_t_realdata([1], '0', "10:00:00","12:00:00", 10) 
 
 Results 
 
The most probable time that there are detections using cameras '[1]' is 
between 10.59 h   and   11.09 h 
 
The aim of this analysis is to find the most probable time when there are 
detections, taking into account data from cameras 2 and 6 of CSE department during 
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weekdays. It is considered the morning from 8,30h to 11,30h (the busiest period of 
time, as it is shown in Figure 26) and intervals of 10 minutes. 
 
 Code  
 
Most_prob_t_realdata([2,6], '0', "08:30:00","11:30:00", 10) 
 
 Results 
 
The most probable time that there are detections using cameras '[2, 6]' 
is between 10.39 h   and   10.49 h 
 
The goal of this test is to find the most probable time when there are detections, 
taking into account data from all cameras during weekends. It is considered the 
afternoon from 15h to 17h (the busiest period of time, as it is shown in Figure 27) 
and intervals of 10 minutes. 
 
 Code  
 
Most_prob_t_realdata([], '1', "15:00:00","17:00:00", 10) 
 
 Results 
 
The most probable time that there are detections using cameras '[]' is 
between 16.19 h   and   16.29 h 
 
The aim of this analysis is to find the most probable time when there are 
detections, taking into account data from camera 1 of CSE department during 
weekends. It is considered the afternoon from 15h to 17h (the busiest period of time, 
as it is shown in Figure 28) and intervals of 20 minutes. 
 
 Code  
 
Most_prob_t_realdata([1], '1', "15:00:00","17:00:00", 20) 
 
 Results 
 
The most probable time that there are detections using cameras '[1]' is 
between 16.20 h   and   16.40 h 
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The goal of this test is to find the most probable time when there are detections, 
taking into account data from all cameras during weekends. It is considered the 
afternoon from 15h to 18h (the busiest period of time, as it is shown in Figure 29) 
and intervals of 10 minutes. 
 
 Code  
 
Most_prob_t_realdata([2,6], '1', "15:00:00","18:00:00", 10) 
 
 Results 
 
The most probable time that there are detections using cameras '[2, 6]' is 
between 16.29 h   and   16.39 h 
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7. SPACE ROUTINE SOFTWARE 
In this chapter, the reader can find a brief introduction about the importance of 
identifying meaningful places in a robot workspace in order to understand the 
usefulness of the Space Routine Software. Furthermore, a qualitative description of 
SRS, including its functionality, inputs required and outputs obtained is presented. 
Given that this software is based on one Machine Learning technique called 
clustering, the most relevant information about this method is introduced. After that, 
the software is tested using random data and the analysis of the obtained results is 
performed. 
7.1. Identification of meaningful locations 
Know about “main” places implies know general people’s routines, it means know 
where and when the places are empty and it will be useful to plan robot tasks in 
posterior stages. In other words, know space routine will be helpful to facilitate the 
robots planning tasks. 
The places where the user spends lots of time typically correspond to specific roles 
of the user and as a consequence, there is expected to be correlations between the 
significant locations of a person and his/her behaviour. Hence, significant locations 
are relevant, if the role of a depends on the place (not location), in which s(he) 
currently is. On the other hand, if the user truly acts in different roles in different 
places, this immediately implies that place information is relevant for personalization 
[14]. 
Apart from create space routines, another use for location information -data 
collected by cameras in the present case- is the use of trajectories. By considering 
context information from one place (cluster) to another it is possible to recognize 
user activities such as commuting and, additionally, to discover frequently used 
routes. 
In terms of roles, time related information can be combined with place information 
to deduce relevancies of significant places in particular contexts. As a simple 
example, if the place corresponding to work/office has been identifies mainly from 
data that has been gathered during weekdays, the concept of roles allows us to 
exclude the office clusters on weekend. 
As it is known, some locations are significant to the user, so this chapter move on 
the problem of identifying them. 
7.2. Qualitative description of the software 
In this section, the reader is able to comprehend the main purpose of Space Routine 
Software. Additionally, the types of inputs required are described and the outputs 
obtained are defined. 
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7.2.1.  Software functionality 
One of program that has been developed in order to accomplish the objective of this 
thesis is named Space Routine Software (SRS). It uses a clustering algorithm called 
K-mean to achieve its purpose: grouping data given into a desired number of clusters. 
From a set of coordinate points (X,Y) it is able to create a desired number of clusters, 
it means group all the similar points in the same cluster. 
 
In Figure 29, a graphical diagram of the algorithm used is shown. 
 
 
Figure 29. Steps of the algorithm used in Space Routine Software, based on K-
means clustering. 
In section 7.5. this software is tested using real data from cameras installed in CSE 
department. In this case, the objective is defining different meaningful areas in the 
department from camera's detections. 
7.2.2. Inputs required 
The Space Routine Software requires three input parameters. They are detailed next. 
a) Data to analyse: I consist on a set of points with the following structure: 
Points_array = [ [x1, y1], [x2, y2], ..., [xn, yn]] in which [xi,yi] represents cartesian 
coordinates in 2D and p the number of point existing in the input data. 
b) Number of clusters: This parameter is an integer that represents the number of 
clusters desired. 
c) Maximum number of iterations: This parameter is an integer that represents the 
maximum of iterations to be done. 
 
1. Get the data  
2.Set the number of 
clusters desired 
3. Create an empty 
2D array to store 
the clustered data  
6. Put the point in 
cluster with 
minimum distance  
5. For each point,  
calculate the 
distance with 
respect to mean  
4. For each cluster get a 
random point value 
(initial means) 
7. Recalculate the 
means for every 
cluster and update 
the means 
8. Use this updated 
mean to step  5.  
Repeat until mean 
from 2 consecutives 
repetitions become 
equal 
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7.2.3. Output obtained 
The output is a plot that contains all data points. Each cluster is plotted in a different 
colour. See a graphical example in Figure 30. 
 
Figure 30. SRS output sample, using random data (1000 points) and 8 clusters. 
7.3. Technique of Clustering  
Clustering techniques have been applied to a wide variety of research problems. It is 
used in many different fields such as medicine, archaeology, marketing or computer 
science [15]. 
7.3.1. Definition and goals 
Clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised learning problem; so, 
as every other problem of this kind, it deals with finding a structure in a collection of 
unlabeled data. A cluster is therefore a structure in a collection of objects which are 
similar between them and dissimilar to the objects belonging to other clusters  [16]. 
The process of cluster analysis embraces a number of different algorithms and 
methods for grouping unlabelled objects of similar kind into their respective 
categories. Another function of clustering is to reveal the organization of patterns 
into sensible groups. In a broader sense, cluster analysis allows for the discovery of 
similarities or dissimilarities hidden within data patterns as well as for drawing 
conclusions from those patterns. Thus, cluster analysis has attracted considerable 
interest in a variety of contexts owing to extensive applications and simplicity for 
implementation. [15]. 
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In a mathematical way, a clustering of a set   of points is a disjoint partition of , 
denoted            , where every      belongs to one and only one  , where 
          is the cluster number of     and         for all    . We abuse 
notation slightly and denote by      the cluster number of point      in clustering 
 .The aim is to have similar points belonging to the same cluster   , while putting 
dissimilar points to the other clusters    with     [17]. 
Clustering process is illustrated in Figure 31 , in a graphical example. 
 
 
Figure 31. Graphical example of clustering. 
In this case it can be easily identify the 4 clusters into which the data can be 
divided; the similarity criterion is distance. Two or more objects belong to the same 
cluster if they are “close” according to a given distance (in this case geometrical 
distance). This is called distance-based clustering. 
Another kind of clustering is conceptual clustering: two or more objects belong to 
the same cluster if this one defines a concept common to all that objects. In other 
words, objects are grouped according to their fit to descriptive concepts, not 
according to simple similarity measures. 
The goal of clustering is to determine the intrinsic grouping in a set of unlabeled 
data. There is no absolute “best” criterion which would be independent of the final 
aim of the clustering. Consequently, it is the user which must supply this criterion, in 
such a way that the result of the clustering will suit their needs. 
For instance, one could be interested in finding representatives for homogeneous 
groups (data reduction), in finding “natural clusters” and describe their unknown 
properties (“natural” data types), in finding useful and suitable groupings (“useful” 
data classes) or in finding unusual data objects (outlier detection). 
7.3.2. Clustering methodology 
Section 7.2.2. relates the major steps to be considered during a clustering process and 
it is based on [18, pp. 135-137]. 
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Data collection 
The careful recording of data in accordance with the standards in the area of 
application is the first important step in the analysis. Previous work in the subject 
matter, the resources available, and the patience of the investigator must be 
considered. The amount and type of data will strongly influence the strategies 
available for analysing the data. 
Initial screening 
Raw data usually need some massaging before they are ready for formal analysis. 
The screening method should suit the data and the investigator have an 
understanding of and confidence in the method chosen. 
Representation 
The problem here is to put the data into a form suitable for further analysis. This 
includes projecting the data to a suitable feature space, examining the intrinsic 
dimensionality and performing a multidimensional scaling. The representation 
chosen will depend on the data, the application area, the experience of the 
investigator and the availability of computer software. 
Clustering tendency 
The information gain in this step can not only prevent the inappropriate application 
of clustering algorithms but can also provide information on the fundamental nature 
of data. The issue raised are somewhat subtle and require one to determine just what 
is known about the data, such as the sampling window and the definition of 
randomness suited to the data. If the data cannot be shown to have a tendency to 
cluster, one is well advised to pursue analysis techniques other than cluster analysis. 
Clustering strategy 
The major question is to choice between hierarchical and partitional procedures. 
Within each type of clustering, thought must be given to several details, such as 
matching the algorithm to the data, the presentation of results, and the choice of 
parameters. The amount of data, as measured by the number of patterns and the 
number of features. 
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Validation 
The prudent validation of clustering results is the essential step that changes a 
qualitative analysis into hard evidence. Validation often involves MonteCarlo 
analysis (cl mths and alg p.155-159) and statistical testing. It demands more 
computer resources, time, and care than collecting the data and clustering it. This is  
the basic step for generating reliable results. 
Interpretation 
Analyse how one can integrate the results of cluster analysis with previous studies 
and draw conclusions about the data. The more exploratory data analysis is used, the 
more confident one becomes in its use. 
 
7.3.3. Types of clustering 
Data clustering algorithms can be hierarchical or partitional. Hierarchical algorithms 
fins successive clusters using previously establishes clusters, whereas partitional 
algorithms determine all clusters at time. In the following paragraphs these types of 
clustering are explained. 
Hierarchical clustering 
A hierarchical clustering method is a procedure for transforming a proximity matrix 
into a sequence of nested partitions. A hierarchical clustering algorithm is the 
specification of steps for performing a hierarchical clustering [19, p. 58].  
In order to define algorithms and methods, the type of mathematical structure a 
hierarchical clustering imposes on data and ways of viewing that structure are 
defined. 
The   objects to be clustered are denoted by the set . 
                 
where    is the  th object. A partition,    of  breaks  into subsets               
satisfying the following; 
            for   and   from 1 to ,     
                  
In this notation   stands for set intersection,     stands for set of union, and   is 
the empty set. A clustering is a partition; the components of the partition are called 
clusters. [19, p. 58].  
A hierarchical clustering is a sequence of partitions in which each partition is 
nested into the next partition in the sequence. An agglomerative algorithm for 
hierarchical clustering starts with the disjoint clustering , which places each of the   
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objects in an individual cluster. The clustering algorithm being employed dictates 
how the proximity matrix should be interpreted to merge two or more of these trivial 
clusters, thus nesting the trivial clustering into a second partition. The process is 
repeated to form a sequence progresses until a single cluster containing all   objects, 
called the conjoint clustering, remains. A divisive algorithm performs the task in the 
reverse order [19, p. 58].  
According to [19, p. 58], a dendrogram is a special type of tree structure that 
provides a convenient picture of hierarchical clustering. It consists of layers of nodes, 
each representing a cluster. Lines connect nodes representing clusters which are 
nested into one another. See Figure 32 [19, p. 58]. 
 
Figure 32. Example of dendrogram.  
Partitional clustering 
Partitional methods generate a single partition of the data in an attempt to recover 
natural groups present in the data. The problem of partitional clustering can be 
formally stated as follows. 
Given   patterns in a d-dimensional metric space, determine a partition of the 
patterns into K groups, or clusters, such that the patterns in a cluster are more similar 
to each other than to patterns in different clusters. The value of K may or may not 
specified. A clustering criterion must be adopted. Criteria can be classified as global 
or local. A global criterion represents each cluster by a prototype and assigns the 
patterns to clusters according to most similar prototypes. A local criterion forms 
clusters by utilizing local structure in the data [19, p. 90]. 
Let        denote the number of clusterings of   objects into   clusters. The order 
of the objects in each cluster and the order of the clusters themselves are immaterial. 
Empty clusters are not counted. A partial difference equation can be written for 
       as follows. Suppose that all clusterings of  -1 objects have been listed. 
According to [19, p. 58], a clustering of    objects can be formed from the list in two 
ways. 
 The  th object can be added as a singleton cluster to each member of the 
list with exactly ( -1) clusters. 
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 The  th object can be added to each cluster of any member of the list with 
exactly   clusters. 
Thus 
                            ( 4 ) 
The  boundary conditions on this equation are 
                                       ( 5 ) 
The solution to this equation for        requires that values          be known 
for a set                      . 
Solution to the partial difference equation are called Stirling numbers of the 
second kind: 
       
 
  
            
 
   
 
 
 
      ( 6 ) 
Partitional algorithms are based on specifying an initial number of groups, and 
iteratively reallocating objects among groups to convergence. This algorithm 
typically determines  all clusters at once. Most applications adopt one of two popular 
heuristic methods such as K-mean algorithm or k-medoids algorithm. 
7.3.4. Possible applications and requirements 
Clustering algorithms can be applied in many different fields. For example in 
marketing can be used to find groups of customers with similar behavior given a 
large database of customer data containing their properties and past buying record, in 
biology for the classification of plants and animals given their features, in libraries 
for book ordering, in city-planning to identify groups of houses according to their 
house type, value and geographical location. Also it has an extended use in 
earthquake studies to cluster observed earthquake epicenters to identify dangerous 
zones or in document classification or to cluster weblog data to discover groups of 
similar access patterns on the websites [15]. 
On one side, there are many important requirements that a clustering algorithm 
should satisfy. The main ones are listed below: 
 
 Scalability. 
 Dealing with different types of attributes. 
 Discovering clusters with arbitrary shape. 
 Minimal requirements for domain knowledge to determine input parameters. 
 Ability to deal with noise and outliers. 
 Insensitivity to order of input records. 
 High dimensionality. 
 Interpretability and usability. 
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On the other side, there are several problems with clustering that need to be 
solved. One of them is that current clustering techniques do not address all the 
requirements adequately (and concurrently) and dealing with large number of 
dimensions and large number of data items can be problematic because of time 
complexity. Another negative point is that the effectiveness of the method depends 
on the definition of “distance” (for distance-based clustering) and that the result of 
the clustering algorithm (that in many cases can be arbitrary itself) can be interpreted 
in different ways. 
7.4. K-Means Clustering 
Space Routine Software uses a particular algorithm of clustering called K-means.  In 
section 7.3. the reader can find an explanation of this clustering method. 
One of the most common iterative algorithms is the K-means algorithm, broadly 
used for its simplicity of implementation and convergence speed. K-means also 
produces relatively high quality clusters considering the low level of computation 
required. 
The algorithm is presented with a set of n sample vectors and a number K for the 
expected number of clusters, and produces K centroids that attempt to minimize the 
objective function, which is the average distance of each sample vector to their 
nearest centroid. A typical implementation of the algorithm starts with a random 
election for the centroids, iteratively assigns each vector to the nearest centroid, and 
updates the new centroid positions until convergence is reached. K-means is one of 
the simplest algorithms known to perform well with many data sets, but its good 
performance is limited mainly to compact groups [18].  
K-means algorithm is an unsupervised algorithm and has iteration in which the 
data set has been divides into K clusters. Characteristics of this algorithm are as 
follows [20]. 
 Always there is k clusters. 
 Always at least one point in each cluster is available. 
 Clusters are not as hierarchical and do not overlap with each other. 
 Each member of a cluster compared with other clusters has to lowest 
distance from cluster center. 
Implementation steps of K-Means algorithm (according to [20]) are expressed as 
follows: 
1. Establish primary centers of clusters with random selection of C point 
among all data points. 
2. Calculate the membership matrix U using equation (7). 
 
      
              
 
        
 
             
                                                                         
  ( 7 ) 
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3. Calculate membership function using equation (8). 
 
                
 
       
 
 
   
 
   
 
 
( 8 ) 
4. Calculate the new cluster centers using the equation (X3): 
 
 And then return to Step 2. 
 
It is noteworthy that the algorithm performance depends on the initial location of 
center of clusters. 
Some advantages of K-Means clustering algorithm (according to [20]) are listed 
below: 
 In case of large number of variables, this algorithm has higher computing 
rate than hierarchical approach (If K is small) 
 K-Means algorithm produces more dense clusters than the hierarchical 
method especially when clusters are spherical. 
Nevertheless, this algorithm has some limitations, as notes [20] : 
 Difficulty or qualitative comparison of produced clusters. 
 Fixedness of the number of clusters that makes prediction of k value 
difficult. 
 It is not so suitable for non-spherical clusters 
 It is sensitive to noisy data. 
Difference of the number of primary clusters leads to difference of final clusters. 
As a result, it is better to run algorithm for different values and compare results with 
each other. 
7.5. Software test using real data 
In this section, the SRS is going to be tested using real data and the results obtained 
are shown and commented. 
7.5.1. Obtaining real data 
In order to collect real data, 9 cameras have been installed in CSE department. Their 
distribution and location is shown in Appendix B. 
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7.5.2. SRS test and results 
The main aim of this section is testing RLS and obtaining some results using real 
data. This data has been collected from 16/03/2013 to 01/04/2013, during 24h in the 
CSE department of University of Oulu. The algorithm has been applied using data 
obtained during the workday (from 8h to 18h). It implies analysing 2585205 camera 
detections in total, obtained during weekdays.   
In SRS test, 4 clusters are created. It means 4 main zones in the department are 
defined. The plot obtained is showed in Figure 33.  
 
Figure 33. Clustering plot obtained  during SRS test, using data collected during 
weekdays from 8h-18h and  4 clusters, expressed in image coordinates. 
SRS creates 4 clusters that, since now, are called Zone 1, Zone 2, Zone 3 and Zone 4, 
as it can be seen in Figure 33. They represents the meaningful areas in CSE 
department. In order to place these clusters/zones in their real location, Figure 34 
shows a sketch in which appears the CSE department map (with the main places 
marked) and clustering results together. 
As it can see in Figure 34, the most frequented area in CSE department is Zone 3. 
This zone gives access to the lift, to 3 different directions in the department. It is the 
zone where there is a crossing of 4 corridors, so it is the busiest zone. The people 
who go to the other part of department, to elevators, to the lab or to the Coffee Room 
have to move by Zone 3. Zone 1 is also a busy area. This zone gives access to 2 
different corridors and to the elevators. 
SRS  can be useful to analyse the traffic in the corridors at certain time or certain day 
of the week. From all this information, a space routine can be deduced. Therefore, 
using SRS, important space information about the traffic in CSE department can be 
obtained. This data would give information about robot workspace and would be 
useful in order to plan robot's task such as cleaning. Depending on the time of the 
day, the meaningful areas will change, and robot's trajectories must be adapted in 
each particular case. 
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In order to determine space routines depending on the time or the day of the week, 
increasing the amount of data is needed and an exhaustive analysis of it is required. 
 
Figure 34. Sketch in which appear clustering results on the CSE department map. 
In further steps, this SRS could be tested with a major amount of data collected 
during a long period of time in CSE Department in order to determine more precisely 
the most frequented zones in this workspace. Consequently, meaningful results 
would be obtained and a more exhaustive analysis of data could be performed. As a 
result, the space routines depending on the day of the week or on the time could be 
deduced. 
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8. DISCUSSION 
One of the particularities of home robots is that they usually share their workspace 
with people. This fact entails the need to take into account the presence of humans 
when planning their actions and it is indispensable to have knowledge of robot's 
environment. It means know when (time and duration) and where (workspace)  
robot's tasks can be executed.  
This thesis deals with the achievements of extracting and obtaining the information 
required by a Robot's Tasks Planning Software (RTPS) from given data. With this 
aim, two programs are developed: Routine Learning Software (RLS) and Space 
Routine Software (SRS). Both programs have been developed using Python 
language, so that in the future they could be improved and implemented in a robot of 
the robotics laboratory of CSE department, which nowadays uses this type of 
programming language. 
RLS has been designed in order to tackle the time or duration issue. It can create 
histograms showing the evolution of a certain event during a certain period of time 
and a certain day of the week or showing the duration of a certain event. In addition, 
it can return information about the probabilities that certain event takes place a 
during a certain period of time, before or after a certain time and, also, it is able to 
determine which is the most probable event that will take place during certain period 
of time and certain day of the week. This program is useful to analyse real data and 
to predict or estimate events in a near future. The problem in RLS is that the output 
of this software depends directly on its input. This is the type and structure of 
collected data. As seen in Chapter 6, more information has been obtained from 
random data than from real data. The reason of this fact is that nowadays it is not 
possible to collect all of the desired data from the cameras installed in CSE 
department, because of privacy and technical issues. It could be a challenge to 
overcome in future researches. 
SRS has been developed in order to embrace the space issue. It is capable to define 
meaningful areas or zones in the robot's workspace by using a Machine Learning 
technique called clustering. Moreover, it can determine which are the busiest zones 
during certain period of time and day of the week. In the particular case of CSE 
department, this software can be used to determine the traffic in the corridors. This 
information would facilitate the prediction or planning robot's trajectories and tasks. 
In order to obtain better precision and the results obtained by SRS, increasing the 
number of installed cameras could be an interesting improvement.  
In further projects, data obtained from RLS and SRS could be used to develop a 
RTPS, which could be implemented in a home robot in order to plan and execute 
different household tasks. In the particular case of CSE department, it could be 
implemented in other kind of robots that are supposed to move autonomously around 
the CSE department. 
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This thesis should be taken as  an introduction in the home robots' task planning 
field. It contains a basic background in this topic that could become the first step of 
further researches and improvements in robots' planning applications.  
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9. SUMMARY 
The main objective of this thesis is to determine a way of obtaining the required data 
to further implement a Robot's Tasks Planning Software (RTPS). In order to reach 
this goal many sub-objectives have been achieved. 
A brief analysis of the current role of robotics, especially home robots, in our 
society has been performed in order to place the reader in the present thesis context. 
For this motive, a detailed description of all the tasks that a household robot is 
capable to executed is presented and a study of the social necessities and interests in 
robot applications has been done by means of an electronic questionnaire. From it, 
some interesting results have been obtained, such as society's home routines and the 
worthiest chore to be done by a household robot, which turnes to be cleaning task. 
The way that a general household chore can be planned by a RTPS and the kind of 
required inputs are discussed in order to focus the following steps on extracting or 
obtaining this type of data: events routines in robot's workspace and space routines. 
Moreover the same kind of discussion has been done in a particular case: the 
cleaning task, because of the important society interest in it. 
Given that a RTPS requires data from a robot's workspace to determine when 
(times and durations) and where (spaces) a task can be executed, two programs are 
developed, using Python, in order to achieve this aim: Routine Learning Software 
(RLS) and Space Routine Software (SRS).  
The RLS is able to analyse collected data using statistics and find events’ routines 
in a robot workspace. This means that it is capable to determine probabilities about 
the duration or time when events take place and create histograms in order to allow a 
clear visualization of the most meaningful data. This software has been tested using 
two different sets of data: random data and data collected from cameras installed in 
the corridors of CSE Department of Oulu University. From real data, some results 
about times and general routines of people working in CSE department have been 
obtained. 
The SRS uses a clustering algorithm in order to define different zones in the whole 
robot workspace and determines the busiest areas in it. This software has been tested 
using real detections from CSE department cameras, and the most important spaces 
in this department has been determined. 
In conclusion, the initial objectives have been accomplished through the 
developing of RLS and SRS. They provide usable information such as time or 
duration routines and space routines existing in a robot workspace. This data will  be 
required by a RTPS in further steps, not covered in the present thesis. 
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11. APPENDIX A. QUESTIONNAIRE MODEL 
In Appendix A, a questionnaire model used to analyse the real society’s necessities 
and its interest in home robots is shown. 
 
This questionnaire won't take you more than 5 minutes 
This questionnaire is completely ANONYMOUS. Your responses will be 
CONFIDENTIAL and identifying information such as YOUR NAME, EMAIL 
ADRESS OR IP ADRESS WILL NOT BE COLLECTED. The questionnaire 
questions will be about house tasks and schedules. I will exclusively use your 
answers to carry out my thesis about home robots. 
 
Home robot applications 
1.Below, there is a list of tasks that a home robot could be able to do. Which works 
would you like the robot to do?  
 Ironing 
 Cooking 
 Cleaning 
 Doing the laundry 
 Serving drinks or food 
 Laying/cleaning the table 
 Bringing dishes to the dishwasher 
 Watering plants 
 Filling pets' bowl 
 Buying food 
 Fetching post 
 Cutting grass 
 Removing snow from pavements 
 Other, please specify  
 
>> Please, don't select more than 5 chores. 
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 Cleaning 
2. When do you (or another person) clean your house? How long does it take to 
clean it? 
Monday  
 
Tuesday  
 
Wednesday  
 
Thursday  
 
Friday  
 
Saturday  
 
Sunday  
 
>> Please, write your answer in the following format: "START TIME - DURATION [min]" 
(e.g. "19:00-75" means that you start cleaning at 19:00 and you clean during 75min) 
>> An empty box means that you don't clean during this day. 
 Eating 
3.Which of the following meals do you usually eat at home? 
 
Breakfast Lunch Snack Dinner 
Monday     
Tuesday     
Wednesday     
Thursday     
Friday     
Saturday     
Sunday     
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4. At what time do you eat during the weekdays? 
Breakfast  
 
Lunch  
 
Snack  
 
Dinner  
 
>> Please, write your answer in the following format: "HOUR:MIN" (e.g. "14:30") 
5. And during the weekend? 
Breakfast  
 
Lunch  
 
Snack  
 
Dinner  
 
>> Please, write your answer in the following format: "HOUR:MIN" 
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Cooking 
6. Which of the following meals do you usually cook? 
 
Breakfast Lunch Snack Dinner 
Monday     
Tuesday     
Wednesday     
Thursday     
Friday     
Saturday     
Sunday     
>> A tick means that you cook 
  
Sleeping 
7. At what time do you wake up? And go to sleep? 
Weekdays  
 
Saturday  
 
Sunday  
 
>> Please, write your answers in the following format: "H:M [wake up] - H:M [go to sleep]" 
(e.g. "8:00-23:40" means that you wake up at 8:00 and you go to sleep at 23:40) 
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Home 
8. At what time do you leave home? And arrive home? 
Weekdays  
 
Saturday  
 
Sunday  
 
>> Please, write the time in the following format: "H:M [leaving] - H:M [arriving]". 
9. At what time is there nobody in your house? 
Weekdays  
 
Saturday  
 
Sunday  
 
>> Please, write your answer in the following format: "H1:M1-H2:M2". 
*If you need to write more than one time, separate them by commas. 
  
Personal information 
10. Please leave your personal information here: 
Age:  
 
Country:  
 
Gender (M/F):  
 
Occupation:  
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12. APPENDIX B. CSE DEPARTMENT MAP 
In this appendix the reader can see a map of CSE department of Oulu University 
with the positon and orientation of the cameras (white triangles) used to collect real 
data from the corridors. 
